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Chapter 1 Introduction and Synopsis

This thesis is mostly concerned with the block theo~J of finite groups

whose 2-sy1ow subgroups are assumed to be elementary abelian of order 4.
In chapter 3 indecomposable representations of the cyclic group of order

2 over a 2-adic ring of characteristic 0 are classified, and in chapter

4 this is used to de£cribe the Oreen correspondence and the modular

constitution of modules in 2-b1ocks of 0 of defect 1.

Chapter 5 describes the decomposition matrix of the principal b1ock,and

the Oreen correspondence is shown to be of a fairly simple form. The

submodule lattices of projective indecomposables are discussed in chapter

6 and are used to determine the loe1iY and composition factors of the

kernels of a projective resolution of kO. The groups PSL(2,q),q =3,5(mod 8)

satisfy the assuptions made about our group G, and in chapter 7 these

groups are shown to satisfy our results.

Some wider topics are discussed in c~apter 8. Th~ methods used in the

bo~ of the thesis are shown to be applicable outside the main class

of groups considered.
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Chapter 2 Notation and Preliminaries,' .

Let 0 be a finite group and k a field.Throughout this thesis "kO-module"
will mean a vector space of finite dimension over k on which 0 acts as
a group of linear transformations.Usually all operators will act on the
right. If R is a ring, an RO-module will be a free R-module of finite
rank over R on which 0 acts.

If K is an algebraic number field, and P is a prime ideal in the
ring I of integers in K, the P-adic valuation Vp:K~Z will be that map
such that aI = pvp(a).A where A and P are coprime.

Then vp(ab) = vp(a)+vp(b) and vp(r+s)~ min[vp(r),vp(sil
The subset R of K of those elements r with vp(r)~O is thus a subring
of K. It contains I and is called the ring of P-local integers of K.
The subset pI :::f r, vp(r) > 0\ is the unique prime ideal of R and all

tnon-zero ideals are powers of P • R is a principal ideal domain with
I Isay P :::rrR, Rip is a finite field of characteristio p 1-There

pZ = Z ('\ P.

We shall have occasion to'use suoh "p-adic" rings. Further details
may be found in for example C.R.
Let H be a subgroup of G : H ~ G, and let M be a kH module •.JP will
denote the induced module : M ®kltc0.
If N is a kG module, NIH will denote the kH module obtained by
restricting the opera'tora on N to kH.Let K~ G. 'llhenwe have

where r is a set of double coset
representatives of H,K in G: G = H. r.K and }~gis the Hg module on which
hg acts just as h aots on M.
Choosing 1 in r ,and H=K v,eget that l·r is a aunmand in MGI II •
kO will denote the module of rank lover k on which G acts as the identity.
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If G has a permutation representation t:G-7 S..n.on some set J2_ , then the

set kn of formal k-combinations of elements of-rL is a kG moduie

under the action (II< {J ) 9 ::
Iiith respect to the basis Jl. of this module , elements of G are represented

by permutation matrices, 1fhich are orthogonal:i.e. their inverse and

transpose coincide. It follows that any such module Ls self contragredient.

The module kITGis just the module obtained in this way from the

permutation representation of G on the cosets of H•
•

*In general M will denote the contragredient module. It is true that

if *G G* * *M,lf are kIT, kG modules respectively, then 1-1 ~ f.1 ,and IT G2f~JG

Similarly if er is a ring endomorphism of k , MO-will denote the kG

representation obtained by defining M~<J) = M(~) (J"" where M(g) is

the k-matrix representing g on M. The module Mo-'is independent of the

choice of basis of M.

As above, this operitor on modules commutes with induction and restriction.
,

Let R, P be the p-local ring and its unique maximal ideal disc',l:3sed
,

above. In a similar way , RG-modulesMcan be made into Rip - modules
r

by applying the ring epimorphism R~R/p~ O. Similar remarks apply vhen

R=R*, and IvI is an R*G-module. . }Tewrite in this case IiI11= i.

R* is the completion of R with respect to its v~.uation.

fTeshall use the following result (see Thompson (15) )
.*(2.2) If M is an R_ G module and }II has no pro ~ecti ve summ~, then

Mhas no projective summands.. 'Wesay M(and "M) is"projective-free".

Let k be a field of finite characteristic with automorphism ~and let

kO'" be _the fixed field of a: • Then if F is an absolutely irreducible

kG module we have (Brauer (16))

FO"'"~ F -) there exists a k~Gmodule Ft such that EK = F.:;.:.........:;;;_--

Here rf means the kG module E @J.<, K
er

Weshall say in this case that F is realisable in ko-.

The symbol I>I In will mean that some summandof N is isomorphic to M.
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If k is a field and 1-1 is an indecomposable kG module there exists in

G a subgroup D with the properties

(1) there is a kD module S such that M I SG • lie say that M is D-projective.

(2) if 1-1 is C-projective, C" G, then a conjugate of D is contained in C

Ue vTl'ite D 'G C. The subgroup D is clearly unique up to conjugacy in. G

and is called the vertex of M. If k has characteristic p then D is a

p subgroup.If D has index pa in some p-sy1ow subgroup of G then

pa I IMI = dim(M). We shall write vx(M) for verte:x:(M).

These results are to be found in Green (8).
(,2.4) Green Correspondenoe (Green (9))

Let D " NG(D)~ R ~ G. Let X = !Dr)D~,g ¢ Hiand_Y~:.. lH ~.Dg,g.J .!!J
Let !f,lT be indecomposable kG,kH modul~~!.~ect~!~,!l,_ ..!~_!~~ll~a!!~ _

vx(lT) in D but not contained in any conj'HZate of any subgfOl1~_2C...An....L

Then there ~xists a k:q::mod~~(N2, a~~~-mo_<l:}4.~_J1lliJb0.:llL1Rg,~_~QmI>.91t~b.:)"E3J.

~ f( M) Ea My .NG~ MlR

f(M)G ~

:::: g(lt) Ell Ni',

,g(U) IH::: n t9 g(lT~
-_-.'-:_;'_.:._J ., __ .-' _.

where the modules M)J,g(lT)y are sums of modules each of which is

Y-projective for some Y iny, and the modules Nl'·'· f(M)~ are sums of

modules each of whioh is X-pro jecti ve for some X in}; • ' In addition,

VX(f(M» = v:x:(M),vx(g(N» IS vx(N) and olearly, g(f(M» ~ M ,f(g(N» ii' N.

In applying 2.4 , given an indecomposable kG-module M, f(M) will be taken

as a specific kH-module satisfying the conditions above. Since f(M) is only

determined up to isomorphism ,the ohoice of f(M) is to this extent arbitrar,y.

A similar convention will apply to g(N).

Now let Y~ Z be finite groups and P a transversal of Y in Z : Z Cl Y.P.Let

A J A' be kZ-modules. (A,A') will denote k-linear maps A4 A', (A,A')Z

will denote the set of kZ-homomorphisms A~ A' , and .(A,~,)y the set of

kY-homomorphisms AlyA'ly .Let f G (A,A'y Define Ty,Z(p): A?>A' by

~,Z(l'}:a ~ ~ [P(Cl9-]~ • Then Ty,Z('} ~ (A,A'}z • The set

\ Ty,z(r) : f <=: (A,A')y t is a subgroup of (A,A'}z denoted (A,A' )Y,Z •

I t is the subgroup of D-projective maps.
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(2.5) (H,l.:' )D,G ,._.

(M,W)l',G

(Green (17))
(f(M),f(JIIt))D,H

(f(M) ,f(M'))1' ,H

Green has also shown

where (Z, Y)"Y.',Gmeans I (z, y)x H~ xe J: ,

It is not difficult to see that (I)-projective maps are precisely those
that can be factored through a projective presentation of Mt. Thus if
P~M'~O is exact with P projective,the set of maps of the form

are the projective ones i.e. (M,M')l,G
(2.6) If M' is irreducible and M is projective free then (M,M')l,G a 0

Proof
Since )1' is irreducible, a minimal projective presentation of M'

p..::r4)I'_ 0 has rf (r) in its kernel. ¢ (p) = the intersection of the
maximal submodules of P = in this case the unique maximal submodule of P.
(see C.R. 54.11 and 54.13)
Now let f:M~MI be projective. Then f can be factored throughfl

Now fl cannot be surjective since then it would split
(p is projective) and M would not be,,,,projectivefree. Hence im(f' ~ ¢(p)

'i (p) = ker(1T) and so f'1T= 0 i.e. f = 0 as required.

We shall use the properties of the Green correspondence without alw~s
mentioning it explioitly. 2.4 is also valid when k = R* the completion
of R with respect to the P-valuation. As befor~ let M denote the
R*/PR* module obtainpd from the R* module by taking ooefficients mod(PR*)
Suppose M is indecomposable and vx(i) satisfies the condition of 2.4.
(2.1) -If...I.-=_Y--=--11 {,then'fTIIT = fCM').Similarly: if N is an R*H module
and vx(i) satisfies 2.4 then g(N') = grN)

Proof
Consider the second case. NG = g(H) E9 IT:{ r = \1\ ) that N~ is

projective. Likewise if = g(i) E9 n~ with N~ projective.
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NOfr IP == if and so g(N) = g(n)tBlP 1-1ith N', N and so NI is projective
2.2 now im!)liesthat NI = 0 and so gm = g(n) as required •.

If U is projective l-Thenrestricted to X € ~ we shall say that U is
projective on X (and.:t'l.Itis then a consequence of 2.1 that
the l;- and}J -projective summands of the correspondent of U (see 2.4)
are in fact projective. So if U is for example an R*H module and U
satisfies 2.4 then ~:ecan apply the argument of 2.1 and obtain
g(U) - gnff.

In addition a kH module N is projective on 3C if and only if geM)
is projective on~. This is a simple consequence of 2.4 and 2.1.
(2.8) b:J.y extension o~M~E-N~O with M projective on D, and
N D-projective, splits.
Proof
Since MID is projective the extension splits over D, and then since
N is D-projective i~ splits over G.(see Higman (13».
A similar result holds with M and N reversed.

",

ilHte\"e we mean that U is projective on¥(=> V X i.n I , \J lx ~a project, ve.

Also if M or W is projective on:l then (M,:W)1',G =

.for, any i: uap where X € l' is projective as M (or M') is projective
on X and so any l:-projective map is I-projective.

These elementary properties of modules projective on"£ will be fairly
useful in what follows.

Blocks
The representations of a group G find themselves distributed into 'blocks'
If k has characteristic p the p-block containing kG will be denoted
BO or Bo(G) or even more precisely p-BO(G). This is the principal block.
Let D,H, etc. be as in 2.4. Let B be any block of G. Suppose that

the defect group of B ~ D but is not contained in any conjugate of any
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subgroup X of X • Then there exists a block b c fen) 01' kH ..Those defect
group equals that of n. This (Brauer) correspondence between blooks of
such defect groups is one to one. If M is a kG indecomposable satisfying
2.4 then Green has proved
C2.9) Mc 13<=-> fCM) E feB)
In the case where D is sylolf in G £(130(G)) = BOCH)

We shall now mention some general properties of modules and projective
presentations.
Let .~ = nilpotent radical of kG, k of characteristic p. If M is a kG
module, for some n }Ii '10=0 f. }.i 71."-'. n is called the loewy length of M.
It is the shortest length of a submodule series of M which has completely
reducible factors.
Let sCM) = the sum of all irreducible submodules of M. We shall call
sCM) the socle or foot of M. ~(M) = the intersection of all maximal
submodules of M. p(M) is the frattini submodule of }.f and M/p(M) will
be referred to as its head. We shalJ..•call M single footed (headed) in
the case that the foot (head) is irreducible.
Suppose M has no irreducible summands. Then sCM) ~ p(M) since any
irreducible submodule I not contained in some maximal submodule S must
satisfy I ('l S = 0 and I + S .:M and so I61S I: r.f contradicting M irreducible-
free. (i.e.. M has no il"l'educibl e sumJQtl,nds~)

M/p(M) is completely reducible = Fl e:.> F2 ••.
lTowfor every i there exists· a Pi such that Pi is projective indecomposable
and the head of Pi = Fi (see C.R. 54.13) ifecan, therefore construct

the followine die,gram of exact row and column
o

1

"fT'1 -"_ ._. __ ._
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Since e1P. is projective He can lift 11 to Ht Thu~: lie haw) the map 11'~

of the diagram.11'fis an epimorphism (== 'TT ) and so im(rr') + ker( f) == M

However as ker(f ) = p(M) this'.means that im(11') = 111: and so rr' is a.

projective presentation of M. ker(1i') ~ ker(Tf') == P(Pl+P2+- +Pt)

Such a presentation is called minimal. It is minimal in the sense that

no projective presentation of M can have fewer than t indecomposable

summands. The kernel of l1',dJ..l be denoted ..12..(M). It is projective free

and is indecomposable if and only if M is. The operator .n, has an inverse,

obtained by taking the cokernel of a minimal injective efllhedding of any

module e.g. ...tl.(M).

Let O~ ..n(M)-- P-- M--">0 be a minimal presentation of the projective-

Then clearly

s(p) = e s(Pi)

Suppose s(p) 1 ..12.(M). Then for some i,s(Pi) n .n(r.!)

i.e. s(Pi) (\ Jl.(M) = 0 and so Pi n..a(M) = 0

<. s(P.)~

Since P. +.fl. (M)
1 ~

.Jl.(M)
P.
1 it follows that Pi

P. f\..n.(M)
1 ."

occurs &s a submodule of (M). Since (M) is projective-free this

cannot be the ca.se. Thus we must have s(p) , ../L(M)•

.1l (M)' P now implies that s(p) = s(ll(M» .Ho';~ver, by the construction

of the minimal presentation s(p)::: p/q>(p) -::::.M/cj>(M).

Thus we have proven s(::..a.(J.1)}- M/¢(M).

This argument also shows that in any minimal projective presentation

P~M- 0 , s(p) ~ ker(1T), and so the loew.r length of Mis less than

that of P. From this it is not difficult to see that the maximal

loewy length of the projective modules in a. block is one more than

the maximumfor projective free modules.
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with factors Fl F2 Ft and suppose that Fie say,is projective.

"'"TIlenM ;:::,,::£i\ ® III' and Iv1' has a submodule s,eries Id th :t:~ctor.s Ii'l F'2 Fi Ft

Proof

M. 2)_-

and the quotient u--- ~ F. 1
1'1. 1 J.-J.-

F. is projective and so we m~ write Mi_2 :::::: F. El) Fi 1
J. - J. -

Mi
and there exists a submodule say Mi_l which may replace Mi_l in the

original series but such that M. 2/M'1 is now projective. Repeating
J.- J.-

this argument we obtain eventually the form stated in 2.10

A similar argument applies when the factor Fi is in a block not shared

by any other li'j

(2.11) The modules kn-v (kC.),VE~ I k a modular field, are realisabl~

in G:?(pl~ k. The modules {Jl"(R<;):>VE 1L I , R a p-adic ring are

realisable in Z£ R. The characters X (.JlV(R.) X (..rrV( Rc,)) are equal and

rational.

Proof

The opera tor..n.. commuteswith extension of the base field (or ring)

and...1l and.1l-1 are. additive. Since kG and EG are absolutely indecomposable

this has the implj.;ation that _1lV(CF'{P))J _QV(lc.) are absolutely

indecomposable. Extending GF(p) and ~ to k and R respectively now

yields the first part. It also implies that JC(J1V(RG)) are rational.

Now apply ~ to the exact series O""ll(M)~ p-'!lr,I~O

ife get an exact series O'~M*-4-P*~Jl..(M)t,O. Since p* is projective

this means that ..J2. (.Jl.(M) *)::::: M>(. This yields, on application of ...1l-1 •

that...f['(M*) = (...C1.(M))*
v

It follows that the modules..fl.(Ea) , .1LV(~a) are contragredient and

their characters are complex conjugate. The fact that these characters
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are rational means that they must be e~ual • This proves all parts of

2.11
M* is the module of k--maps (R-maps) }.1~k ,\-lithaction fg(m) = f(mg-')
iihere mE 1<1 and g e G. If N is any submodule of M the set of f
f:M-') k vTith feN) = 0 is a submodule of M* • This defines a bijection
between the submodule lattices of Iv! and M* .Call it T. Then * inverts
the submodule lattice of M in the following sense :

N £ N' if and only if T(N)::> T(N') I

and NIIN ~ (T(N)/T(lP))*. That is, corresponding sections are
contragredient.
If u is an automorphism of the field k, the modules M and MU have
identical submodule latti'ces and corresponding sections are related by

The module operators~, * , u , and extension of the base field all
commute with the Green correspondences f and g, preserve

,
indecomposability,and vertices. This is because restriction and induction
of modules are exact. Thus if O....:;._Q (M)-;. P- 1·1-0 is exact with P

."

projective then we can restrict and iniuce this to the exact sequence
O~..1l(M)D~ pn

G_ l~~ 0 with PnG projective. Now if M is D-

projective we have M l '!t~Gand Bchanued t e lemma eo;ys that _Q (M)I.J1(M)nG

i.e. that.Jl (M) is D-projective. Similarly.fl. (M) n-projective implies
that M is. These two facts now yield that-l'1.preserves vertices.
(2.12) Let k be a field. Let a kG module L ~ave :series·

• ;,j

L::>M:;,N;:J 0 and suppose that NI iv1 and MIN l__!.jp';.;_.:.:..,_...:T:.:h:.::e~n:....:::L::._:::d~e..:::c~o!!!m.£:p~o~s~e~s...:a~s
L ~ L' _ @ 'M./n and Lt has a. series with factors LLM , IT.

Proof
Le t "i n n· .. n be2 3 r

complement of N in M.
a basis for Nand ml m2 m

3
"'ms

Thus M = ( "i n2•• n ,m m ,.r 1 2

a basis of any •

m ) Now chooses
11 l2~· It so that all these elements form a basis of L and modulo the
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submodule (nl n2••· nr ), 11 12.'" lt form a basis of a complement of
tml m2•·· ms)' With respect to the basis of L comprising all these
elements ,and. w-riting operators on the left,an element e of G is
represented by a !.:latrixof the form

I
N(~) I 0 *_._, 1---

o 1~('3}: 0
-i-··-I·_-

o 0; ~ ('1)
I

L(g) =

The submatrix * here in left undetermined.ult is clear that L decomposes
into R/K and an extension of N by LIM. This proves the result.
(2.13) Every kG module in EO has 0p,(G) in its kernel.
Proof

Brauer(l) in Theorem 1 shows that every ordinary character in BO has
° ,(G) in its kernel. Since every modular irreducible occurs as a
P

modular constituent of some ordinary~irreducible the modular irreducibles
in BO must also have 0p,(G) in their kernel. If M is any kG module in
the principal block it has composition series
trivially on each factor. Let g 6 Opt

and 0 , actsp

The matrix M(g) - I is
therefore upper zero-triangular and so nilpotent. Choose n big enough

n
such that" (M(g)-I)P = 0. Then since we are in characteristic p

n
this means that J.l(gP) = I. The fact that g is a p'-element nov forces
that M(g) = I i.e. g is in the kernel of M. Hence Opt (G) f ker(M).

For the remainder of this thesis, the fifield k of characteristic 2" will
be the algebraic closure of GF(2), unless otherwise stated. I will be a
2-adic valuation subring of q), with residue class field k::rip and
completion R • This is possible (see Thlil.1 Maclane (18».
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L2.14) Representation theory of A4

< 2 2 2Let A4::: 1T= a,b,g; a = b = (ab)

This is the alternating group on £our letters.

2Its conjug~y classes are represented; by 1, a g g and its character

table is easily seen to be \1 \ ,a \ I \9\ ,
\92 ~

R" "Xo \ I I 1

Rr "Kt \ , l/ Xl
R~2 'X¥1 I I ,/1. ~

V X :} -I 0 0

The representations Ra Ry1 are modularly distinct and

irreducible and the decomposition matrix (mod 2) is clearly
! kN K~ I k rl

Rc \ 0 0

Rcl' 0 I 0

Rc\') 0 0 ,
.~

V I \ \

If k is a field of characteristic 2 t will denote ambiguously a cube

root of one in k or C. kr and R~ will be the k- R- representations

having P = f a, b j' in their kernel and mapping g to 'i •

Of course RKi affords the character 'X.¥ .. and R r : ......k Y'

R'lIt' is the unique lifting of k t<' to an R ._ representation.

The ring k(g> has ideal decomposition k(g) = k Jo $ k cS, (f) J.--, ch
2. •.•

where 0,' =. .~ ¥-(J' 91' are orthogonal idempotents
)-0

with sum 1. Embedk(g> inkN.

Thus we may write : kN = OokN @ o,kN (f)'d.:z.kN

J~kN=O,:kP = P. say. Then
1.

SinceP 4 nit is clear that

are projective kN indecomposables with heads kw k
t ko-.2.respectively.
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kP, and kP has submodules
kP

X and Y (nut unique) such that

It is not difficult to see that the submodule lattices for these are
P. r, P:te

pis = xis ®Y/s.
Here p = p(kP), s = s(kP).

v

o

VI

keY
o

where t.histime the submodules are unique. That is, Pi has exactly
six submodules.
Any indecomposable klT module of dimension 2 is clearly single-headGd
and so must be one of the six modules Pi/Ui ' Pi/Vi
We shall nenote these unambiguously by symbols

;.,j .:: 0, I ,2 ) c. * j

where this indicates the submodule lattice.
The operators ~~*and the field automorphism'l:k~ k 2u-,u
permute these modules according to the following diagram.
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These six modules are projective when restricted to a subgroup of
order two.
The lattices of projective indecomposables are of the same form as
those considered in chapter 5, section (1) and so the argument of

3r+stheorem 6.2 can be applied. "Hethus obtain that..12. (kn) has head
and its foot is the same as the head

3r..s-,( ) ( . )of _fI ~ see a prevl0us remark • has dimension
2v+l . For v negative these results are obtained by applying the
functor * paying due regard to its effect on submodule lattices.
(see the remarks following 2.1L )
Similarly, .n: (kKi) = .ri v ( ktJ @ k ¥') :: J2..v ( kN ) ~ k lr"

and its loewy factors are those of _a "( kN ) tensored with k ¥ ~

At dimension 2v+l we have thus obtained six indecomposable klT modules
They are displayed on the following diagram together with the action
of the two module operators 'I and *

These will be showu to be the only kn...indecomposables of this dimension.
Let M be any indecomposable of dimension 2v+1 • The 10ewy length of

Po ' PI ' P2 ' is 3 and so 1·1has loewy length 2. Thus s(M) = ~(M)
Let sCM) and lti/s(M)have dimensions sand t • s+t = 2v+1 and so s~t
Suppose first that s> t. Consider a minimal projective resolution
of M. It has t factors and so dimension 4t. The kernelJ2.(M) must
then have dimension 4t-(s+t) = 3t-s. Hmi s(.Jl(M))~M/.~(M)and so has
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dimension t. dimensionJl (M) = 3t-s == t+s -2(s-t) < t+s ...dim(M).
dimension.n.(l.l)is odd and dim(s(.1l(M))== t)2t-s = dim(.ll(M)/s(ll(M))).
We can , therefore repeat this argument on..1l(M) and so on. Eventually
we get that Jl.v (M) is of dimension 1 and so is kt,- for some L, It follows
that M == _Q"(k)',) .A similar argument works in the case that s < t,
using injecti7e embeddings in place of projective resolutions. Thus
we have proved
(2.15) kN has six indecomposable representations of dimension 2v+l > l

Vt=Z, j = 0,1,2.

Of dimension one kN has just the three irreducibles kN ,ky ,kr2
It is also clear now that any such module has dim(s(M)) ...dim(M/s(M)) + 1
lrow let M be any indecomposable kN module of even dimension.
(2.16) dim(s(M)) = dim(M/s(M)) ~dim(..1l(M)) ...dim(M).
Proof
Let s and t be as before ; s+t == 2v this time. Consider as before a
minimal p~ojective presentation of M. It has t factors and dimension 4t
So-CL(M) has dimension 4t-(s+t) = s+t ?2(s-t). Assuming that s) t the
dimension of ..1l.. (M) is seen to be less than dim(M). Also dim(s(..12(M)j)=t
and so dim s(_Q(M)) > dim(.fl(M)/s(.Il.(l;I))Cl t-(s-t). Thus we can repeat
1;heargument with ..n. (M) and eventually obtain a module which has even
dimension ,frattini submodule zero,and is indecomposable. This is not
possible.A similar argument in the case that s( t ,using again injeotive
embeddings, shows that we must set s = t. This proves the first part of
2.16 and the second part is an obvious consequence.

UOrl let Ca) be a subgroup of order 2 in N. k(a)N is indecomposable and
is the unique module of lclT of vertex(a). k(a) P has a series J~:
and ~N = kl" (f> k~ E9k~.. ;since induction i.san exact functor it is clear
that k(a)N.has loewy factors kN ® v,~(£l k«Y'2.

krJ G7 ·KIY $ Kjfl.

k n(a) is the module obtained from the permutation representation of N
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N - U ~and so is liftable to R. R(a) and R(a) comprise two such liftings.
N

Let A = k(a) • A has a unique submodule M such that A/M=. kjt4 and
a unique submodule I;;. kG • This follows from the remarks above.
Clearly 0 c I c s(A) = p(A) C lv! CA. We shall determine M/I.
A basis for }.i/I is the coset sums m1= (a).g-(a).l

m2= (a).g2_(a).1

m3= (a).b-(a).l
m4= (a).bg-(a).l

all of these being taken modulo the submodule I = k ~x
)

With respect to this ,basis N is represented as follows
r

0 0 I 0

a~ 0 0 0
~~ 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 \

0 0 _0 0

As k contains the cube root 'I of on(;$we can choose the following basis

,'"

l
n2=m1+t ID3+m4

J.n3=ml+~ m2

n4=ml+ 15 "ll3+m4
With respect to this basis a and g are represented by the matrices

"

o

o 0o o

o 0 o o
o 0 o o '6 0

o 0 d-'l.

o

o 0

o

o

This exhi bits a direct SUl1l decomposition of M/I •The factors are easily
seen to be indecomposable , and are in fact the modules

where these have the significance of 2.14 •
• See Theorem 3..1
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UOli let G be a group rrhose 2-sy10w subgroup P ::= C2XC2 ' P = 11,a,b,c {

CG(p) is 2-ni1potent and so = P X 0 say. 0 is of odd order and is
normal in N = NG(P) • U/O '"'--A4 By 2.13 the principal 2-b10ck of N

comprises kA4 representations lifted mod(O) to N. By 2.9 modules in
2-BO(G) of vertex P correspond on N to modUles in 2-BO(N) and so to
these kA4 modules. This is implicit in the work that follows.
Lat Gt , Go< be the correspondents of ky , kd'~ and Goo= kG the
correspondent Of~, identifying k~i as kN- and kA4- module.
(2.11) Let M be any odd dimensional i~decomposable kG modul2z
M must belong to a block of defect group P. If TIl belongs to the
principal block then it is one of the mOdules_f.lV(G~,).
Proof
The first statement is a consequence of remarks earlier preceding 2.4
and Green's characterisation of the defect group in Green(8). Now
2.4 and the remarks preceding it imply that 11111=it(M)l (mod 2) and
so f(M) is an odd dimensional module in BO(N) • We can regard reM)

as an A4 module and now 2.15 has th~...force that f(M) = _Q"(k~.:) for
some i and V. Since..12commutes with thp.Green correspondence the
result follows.
Let a be an involution in G. CG(a) is 2-nilpote~t with 2-complement U
say.C = CG(a) has three classes of involutions viz. \aJ conjugate
only to itself,and alasses {bl,/c' of order \C(a)\/lc(p)l.
For later use we record the following result.

(2.18) IpX(\C I = 4 if and only if X (: N.C
In every other case a + pX and so pXA C is

a C-conjugate of (b) or (c) or.·(l).
Proof
SupposelpxA cl = 4. pX~ C. Henoe there is in C a 0 such that
pxo = P. i.e. XCE IT(P) and so x € N.C
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xSuppose a€ P i.e. £1a,a E: P. Hence for some g e N(P)

i.e.X-IgE C • This is equivalent to XE H.C
Now take D = Ca) in (2.4) and H = NG(D) = CGCa).
The Green correspondence between G and C applies to modules of vertex (a)

I' = (1) as (a)x (\ (a) " 1 if and only if x c C.
y = (1), (b), (c), together li'ith

C..,conjugatesof\l~l ~b~, or {cJ. This is a consequence of 2.18.

~2.l2) , ~et M be an indecomposable kG mod~ Ba .£f vertexJ~2. ..
Then the kC module f(¥) lies in BO(C).
Proof
Let eO be the principal central idempotent of kG. Mea 1:1 M.
kG is a G-algebra in the sense of for example Green(lO), and eO is
primitive in kGG • Embed this in kGC and eO is not in general primitive.

f arp,n

lI-projective and f1 •••• ~.fm have defect group containing (a), say
Dl ' D2 ' ••• Dm • Thus CG(Di) ~ C and so biG aBi is defined where bi
is the C-block associated with fi.(Brauer (3) Theorem 2A).It fellows from
the proof of Thm. 1 (Nagao (19)) .that the blocks b , are precisely those

l.

kC blocks which satisfy biG = Ba .Now Brauer's third main theorem
(See for example Brauer(l)) says that biG 1:1 Ba if and only if bi=BO(C)
Thus m = 1 and bl.= BO(C) = bO say.
It follows that we can deaompose eO in kGc as °O=fO+fl+ ••• +fn
with f1 ••• fn }j -projective, and so over C,M decomposes as
:M Cl Mea = Mfa $CMf1 ••••$Mfn). The bracketed module is y -projective
and so'2.4 implies that f(M) I Mfa That is, f(r.!)belongs to BO(C),
and 2.19 is proved.

2.13 implies that f(M) has U = 0p'(C) in its-kernel. f(M) has vertex (a)
and so is (a) X U - projective. That is, f(M) \ f(r.l)(a)X UC• (a)X U has

______.
just two indecomposables: k(a)X U and k(a) vihere this means k(a) lifted
modulo U to (a)X U. This latter is projective. Hence
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I, Cr-p P
f(M) k(a)X U = k(a) Cl k(a) ~ed modulo U

Pindecomposable. Thus f(ll) Cl k(a) •
It follows from all this that there is in BO(G) a. unique module of---vertex (a);we call it A' .Its correspondent on C is k(a)P,

to C; this is

v1e can use these results to sharpen the Green correspondence be tween
G and N.

(2.20) Let..M be,..8:4~~~2-~"~~~~E..~e_.of VE!~g_il!.. BO(N)
Then by 2.4 MG Cl g{M) $ :f=projeotives. However that part of MG lyin~
JxLBO Cl ~eo Cl geM) @ ~lf-projectives.
Proof
Suppose not. Then A' is a summand in ~. By the Green oorrespondence

,.........._p G
between G and C,k(a) is a summand in M C .Now apply Mackey(2.1) to
this module. We have a double coset decomposition
G Cl N.l.C U N,):.C

'J(

2.18 has the force that ~ f\ C has 2-sylou subgroup P and all other
rAC have 2-sylows C-conjugate to (1), (b), or (c). Hence
MGC Cl ~I'\CC 6) y-yrojectives.By o~ assumption we must than have
~P is a summand of loiN () CC. N ()C Cl P X 0 is normal in N • There
exists an N ('\C indecomposable of vertex P-call it W - such that
l~ \ WN. Applying 2.1 to ~he module M'Nlin C we ~et that ~(\ C is a
summand of }.I' E9 M,g $ MIg - all indecomposable of vertex P. Similarly,
there exists a kP indecomposable L of vertex P with LP X 0 containing
M' as a summand. Thus to obtain a contradiction it will be sufficient

,......_.......p C
to show that k(a) is not a summand of L •
Firstly consider kU. U is odd and so kU is semi-simple by Maschke's
theorem. Thus as right kU module kU decomposes into irreducible
summands.The multiplicity of each is its dimension and so we may write

kU Cl ku $2 Ui
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'" I""'_ CAll kC modules are P-projective and so L Lp.
....., C ""L is a srunmand in L • 10 is trivial and so =

Cany other summand of L , LtU must be a sum of
C --trivial on U. The only Bo-summand of L is L.

.--,_.
But ~ = L and so
\LI ~ .Now if Lt is
U. none of which is
l. ,...--/p

It follows that k(a)
is not a summand of LC.This oontradicts our original assumption and so
it must be ~he case that At is not a summand of MG. This completes the
proof of 2.20. Por tile next res:ult-see Conlon (5).,

(2.21) Let N = A4 .gF(2)N has just one absolutely indecomposable
representation of dimension 6n over GFi1Q. It is , in Conlon's (S)

notation C (T_O)U. For other even dimensions there are no such modules.
n

There are six absollltely indecomposable representations of n over GF(4)
which are not realisable in GF(2). They are in Conlon's notation
C (T_t)i ,C (T_~~i i = 0,1,2. They are projective when restricted to
n n

(a), and indecomposable when restricted to P. These six moduleo are
permuted amongst themselves by..1l..(see 2.16) • rrom this it also
followE that C (T-O)~ is its own projective.kernel.n
Brauer in Brauer(2) Prop 6 has prov~~ some results about groups whose
2-sy10w subgroup is elementary abelian of order 4 : we summarise the~~

modular. Call the ordinary characters Xc

Then for all i X~is constant = +1 on elements of even order
and if u is of even order 'X-;fv) = -X,(I)(4l

For elements v of odd order we have the relation

i.Hel'e and thl'ouB'hout such a group will be taken not to be 2-nUpotent.
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Chapter 3 Classification of RC2 modules

Let R be a 2-adic ring as in chapter 2 Suppose 2R = (1l't), so that e
is the index of ramification of 2 in R. ~is a generator of the
unique maximal ideal of R. Let (a) = C2 be the cyclic group of
order 2. Then we have
Theorem 3 .1
RCa) has 2+9 indecomposable modules. They represent a b~

-( [~~,J
We shall denote them respectively by

R -R A(-rr ) .. . . .

Proof
That these modules ~ R(a) modules is routine.
If :forexample A(1T~) were decomposab1e,there would exist a matrix
unimodular over R such that ft o-J[a bJ

Lo -. ~ d

This is bocause the composition factors of A(1i') are Rand R-.
This relation forces c = 0 anda1T':'b = b i.e. an" = 2b

c - 0 implies ad a 'IDit in R as [~ : 1i. unimodular and so a i tsel!

is a unit (non units form an ideal) .Thus 11 ~tl Y a rr '

Bui1 i < e implies that rr"1-1 I 2 b • This contradiction means that no
such matrix can exist.i.e. A(a") is indeed indecomposable.
A(rrD) is just the projective indecomposable, R(a) itself.
Now suppose M is any indecomposable representation of a over R.
It has a submodu1e T(M) = Im :ma = m ~ . T(M) is the trivial
submodule of M and is R-pure in M. Let m be any element of M.
m(l+a)a = m(a+a2) = m(a+1) and so m(l+a) E. T(M). Thus modulo T(M) a
acts by rna= -iii
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Choose a ba.sisfor T(M) and extend it to one for lv1 (this is possible
as T(M) is pure in 1>1). Writing operators on the left M(a) ha.sthe form

\;

t, \ . N
M (a) -= I'

I-I
1 -\ , S

-I

ITis a t X s R-matrix.R is a principal ideal domain and so there exist
unimodular tXt and s X s matrices X and Y such that XNY has the form

...,..e,",.
xNY l'

t

L
Ru' :::.R., .

4f-S_

(see for example 16.6 of C.R.) So M is R-isomorphic to the representation
which takes a to the matrix

i I I lI 0 N X. -I
I 0

I I
-I - ._---- -

_J
--t----'-I

y-' -I I
0 0 y

".

o

Multiplying this out we·get
f ,

I'n;~.'. !
I ftcr Y-N '(r-
II - _!_I.M leal I':, :;.

:: -I
-t , -I

[
-I I , -I

Let a basis which affords this representation be ~ a2 at,b1 b2
Rearranging this basis as follows

r
-- 1 ---'i~,-

I rr,
() -_I

bs

a is represented as follows

-I
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Since M is indecomposable it must be one of R ,R or a representa.tion

al ,bl •

Then the basis al ' u bl ' affords the representation

[
, 1T:O]
o -I

Let the basis affording this bel'l'hichtakes a to

[
I 1TX]
o -I

and so we need only consider modules of this type.
Suppose x > e. i.e.1I:):=2y for some y in R. Then the unimodular
matrix transforms the above module as follows

o

are decomposableThus all representations of the form a ~
if x>e. This means that ~ indecomposable is one of those on our list.

Suppose
sfacmpl~'lmatternow to show that these are all distinct
t ~ is unimodular over R and satisfies

: : H: ~,iJ l~ ~:H: : j

It is a

This forces relations
c:: - C

and so o = 0 and aJr'-IiAd= 2b i.e. rr l a if j) i and 11" Id if j <i
c = 0 implies that ad and so a and d are units. This contradiction
completes the pr00f of 3.1.
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ChaEter 4 Blocks of defect 1

Let G be a group ...;ith 2-sylow subgroup pf::C2 X C2 and suppose that
Co(p) ...P. We assume that a is not 2-nilpotcLlt, and so
Na(P) .J P. Then N ... rIa(p) ~ A,.4 and if P ...\1, a, b, C), C ...Ca (a)
is 2-nilpotent, with complement U say, of order n. The product
(a).U is direct and b acts on U without fixed points.~luS U is abelian
and b inverts all elements ofU. Let \ 0/, ~=-o, n-I'

be the linear representations and characters of U in R.
I 2_ -/Then RU has idempotents et = em. :: - cp.(v\ UT' n <

u

We can now classify RC modules of vertex (a).
Theorem 4.1 (1)

C has n + e +(n-l)(e-l)!2 indecomposable R-representations of vertex Ca)
the following BJ'mbolsThey will be denoted by

with i ...1,••• e-l, j

-A(n_l)/2 ' Al ' ••A~1/2 ,A(ni)P,A(1T~j)
...1,••• n-l/2

~ve the relations

Matrix representations of these modules will be given in the course
of the proof. The modules A(~~j)are projective.

Proof

RC modules of vertex (a) are summands in modules induced up from (a) :
these have been classified in chapter 3. They are

R(a)' RCa)' A(1T;) i ...O,I •••e-l
R(a)C~ R(C/(a)) lifted to C modulo (a), ...R«b).U) lifted to C.
Th' . . t RU( b ) •U __ d:\ Re.(b)•U _~s latter module l.S JUs IP' l. -

= R<eo~>\) eo@b)@···· ··..<f)R<eh_I®I) eh-l ®I::»
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Each of these afforlls a C representation 1'/'ith respect to the basis

e.®l,e.®b, as fOIIO~;S_'J [I-jJ. ~ llO 0
a~ 0 ( b-7 I 0---For i = 0 we call this RCa)' because that is ,,:hatit is and the others

are calledA .•Each of A. is indecomposahle since it is the projectiveJ. J.
indecomposable when restricted to (b).Also if i>n-I/2,with respect
to the basis eJ..®b, e.~ 1, in that order, A. has the same form asJ. J.
Ai_(n_l)/2 and these two representations are equal.It is now clear
that the first relation of 4.1(1) holds. All of these modules are
(a)-projective and have dimension two and so have vertex (a).
Let t be the linear representation of C which has (b).U in its
kernel and maps a to -1.

a~ f-, o·j b ~ r0 I 1l0 -I II 0

That these modules are distinct from the first batch is clear by
comparing the values of their respective characters at a .Thus we can
write the second relation of the theorem.
Lastly,consider A(lI')(a) X U = Efl A(rr") <X> cp~

. ¥
where ® here means

the external tenso~ product defined on the direct product of two groups.

representation

each of these
( 11'

a~ o -I

summands be u.,v.,
<Nu) J J Jv~ J

cri(

affording theLet a basis for

Inducing this up to C with respect to the
\ rrt o C -0 0 ( 01

it affords 0 -I 0 0. b-7 0 0 0 ,
a -7 0 0 I IT' (O 0 0

o 00-1 0 I 00

basis u.® 1, v.CD 1,u.t1)b,v.® b
J ['1')\1' J . J J

(J~ CVj(u\_\
4l~., II}

q\(v)
This is again an indecomposable representation which we call A(rri, ~ )

",..--

In the case that j = 0 it is just the module A(rr<)P • Also rearranging
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the basis elements in the case that i> n-l/2 it becomes obvious that
A(1Ti,j ) ~ A(rr',i-~) and so we can write the final relation of 4.1(1)
These modules are indecomposable and (a)-projective. Restricted to
P they are isomorphic to A(~~)P and are not projective. It is clear
that they have vertex Ca).
Theorem 4.1 (2)
C has n-l!2 blocks with defect gro~a). We C?aude~?te_~~L bi
and hav~_~h~_Ai,Ai' .A(rrj,i) j = O,••e-l is a com,~ete set of 2-adic
~2..QlllP9..~.~l>!~~.,,_~!:l, bi .~e A(rrO

, i) is the unigue_projective.
A.,A~ afford the only two irreducible characters in b. and are
l. l. l.-modularly equal and irreducible. Ai is thus the unique modular

irreducible in b .•
l.

Proof
From the representations of Ai,Ai it is routine to show that these are
modularly equal and irreducible and distinct from any other A .•

J
Similarly, A(rrj,i)has two copies of Ai as its modular constituents;

if j >0 in fact it decomposes into ~i Ej;) Ai •If we let ~i > s; be the
(irreducib1e)character of Ai,Ai respectively then the modular
decomposition of characters in blocks of C of defect group (a) is
given by the fol1owi~g matrix:

f.

1----,--
, I

I I
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Since the decomposition matrix for a block must be "indecomposable"
(see C.R. p.609) it follows that ~"'~; constitute a block of
irreducible characters.All the statements of 4.1(2) are consequences
of the above rema~ks.
b. has only two indecomposable kC modules viz.A. and the projectivel. l.
indecomposable A(rrO, i). This is proved by considering k(~) and
k(a)C end noticing that these have liftings to R that we have already
discussed viz. R(a)C and R(a)C respectively.
As a corollary to these facts we also have
Theorem 4.2

It is now possible to study the blocks of G of defect 1
Theorem 4.3

G has n-l!2 blocks of defect 1 [II]each has decom~~tion matrix _
Proof
That G has n-l/2 blocks of defect 1 is a consequence of Brauer's first
main theorem on blocks and 4.1(2).
Let B be a block of G of defect 1. We take (a) to be its defect group.
Any indecomposable kG module in B has vertex (a) or is projective.
Consider the Green correspondence between G and C. 2.9 applies and
we can say that if }II is any kG module of vertex (0.) then

if and only if f(M) 6: feB) = bisay.
bl.'is a ··blockof C of defect group (a)'and so has J'uston"

v- non-pro jective
indecomposable namely Ai. It follows that B has just one indecomposable
kG- module 1-1ithvertex (a).Irreducibles in B cannot be i>rojective since
then B would be of defect O. It folIous that B has exactly one
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modular irreducible and it is g(Ai). Also,as any proper quotient of a
projective indecomposable is a non projective indecomposable,the only
proper quotient of :theprojective "hull" of g(X.) must be g(/:.. )itself~ ~

This means that the unique projective indecomposable in B is an
extension of g(A.) by itself. The Cartan invariant isa

The only p03sibility for the decomposition matrix is
in consequence, 2 •

[: 1
Let the two ordinary irreducibles in B be 1<; -x~ . The),have dimension

:I:divisible by 2 by the remarks preceding 2.4 but cannot have X(·( I) == 0[4·),

since this implies that they lie in a block of defect O. Thus we must
have )(;(\)::2(4) Since ~ = ~l\ for the Green correspondence between
G and C the correspondent of any RG-module affordingX, must also have
dimension :2(4~Of all the modules in bi the only ones satisfying this
are A., A~ and so these must correspond to the only two possible~ :L
RG modules affording "X~and»: .
Also as projective characters vanish on 2-singular elements we must

:::-2,_for x 2-singular •
.t<'
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Chapter 5 The Principal Block

Throughout this chapter let a be any group uith 2-sylow subgroup
P::::C2XC2 ,P = ~l,a,b,c J say.Ue suppose consistently that a is not
2-nilpotent.It follows that Ca(p) = P X 0 and n(p)/o ~ A4 • Also
C = Ca(a) is 2-nilpotent; O2, (C) = U say .O~ U and C = P.U.
We shall determine the decomposition matrix of BO(a).
Results of Brauer (see 2.2~ tell us that BO has three modular
irreducibles : ka ' F, E.
Theorem 5.1
kG ,F and E have vertex P.
Proof
The result is clear for ka.F and E cannot be projective for then BO
would be a block of defect 0 and only have one irreducible,which is
not the case.So if F does not have vertex P it must have vertex (a).
Now consider the areen correspondencp between G and C. The kC module
f(F) is defined and 2.19 and the remarko following it imply that f(F)

_......_/'p
must in fact be k(a) • There is an exact sequence

O~k(a)~ k(a) _.,k(a)___'"0
Inducing this up to P and then lifting to C we obtain an exact

_._.._,.-p - -.../ P
sequence 0..-0:.k(a) -!'> kP~ k(a) ~ O.
l2P is the principal projective indecomposable of kC. Thus ~P is
its own projective kernel and so F also must be its own prOjectiVe
kernel. i.e. some extension of F by itself is prOjective, and so
liftable to R. The character of this module cannot be irreducible
since we cannot have a projective irreducible character in a block
not of defect O.The only other possibility is that it is a sum of two
irreducibles each of which is modularly isomorphic to F. Now as F
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has vertex (a) its dimension is divisible by 2. However 2.22 forces
the dimension of an irreducible character to be odd. It follows that
this second possibili~y also does not arise. Thus}' (and similarly

E ) has ver+ex-P.

-....../PAn alternative method above would be to use the fact that k(a) is
liftable to R to show that F would be liftable to R and the same
contradiction results.

Section 1
For this section it is assumed that one of F, E has odd dimension
Suppose F has odd dimension. 2.15 and 2.17 now say that f(F) is one
of k~ k¥l or ~V(k~i). None of these modules is self contragredient.
S· k* k" and *_(l= ...a' *ance \.t = s: this is clear. Thus F is not self
contragredient and as F* must also be an irreducible of BO it must be
the case that E = F*. That is both F and E have odd dimension.
ITow consider the group (~, * ) of module operators in its action on

~<"!'

the modules of G • The orbit of F includes E and must consist of only
these two elements. This is beoause modules in the same orbit as an
irreducible must be irreducible, ~ and * preserve the principal block
and BO has only two non trivial irreducibles. These operators commute
with the Green correspondence between G and N • In 2.14 there
is a diagram which shows the action of ('I, * ) on the odd dimensiona.l
kN modules. This and the fact that F and E comprise an orbit implies

In the second case we must have F,E = and so are liftable
to the RG modules .~~(RG)' 2.11 shows that the characters of these
modules are equal.This cannot be , as they are modularly distinct( = .i?

and E).It follows that the correspondents f(li'), f(E) == k r :,kt:l. •
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now k ~ , k 0.2.. are liftable to the ruT modules Rt , HI(2. • Wecannot say

immediately that this forces F and E to be liftable but this will turn

out to be the case. 2.~0 implies that k~~= g(lc¥,') @ Pro E!:> Non "There

Pro is projective and lIon lies totally outside the principal block.

Consider g(Rt ). R~ = g(RI( ) $1, projectives. Induction commutes with

the bar map"- " and l' -projective RGmodules are modularly ~ -projective

and so we can write g(R;y )= g(ko ) Ef) Pro' Et) lion' where Pro' ,Non' are

summandsof Pro and Hon. g(R;r) is in BOand so non' = O. 2.2 implies

that Pro' = 0 and so g(Rcl') = g(k;r ) = F. Thus we have that F and E

'V I V Itare liftable to RGmodules with characters ~ and ~ say. These two

characters are modularly distinct and irreducible and so the first
k F EG

1<.0 I 0 0
x' 0 I 0
'X " r: ri

"

three rows of the decomposition matrix are:

Nowconsider _a(~T) It has a submodu1e series

Inducing this to kG and usinG 2.10 ~d 2.20 we get that the induced

module has the form
C;

_f2(k('J' =:
<;f) t-.f 0 n (f) Pr 0

None of kG ' F , E can be a summandin the module on the right as none

of ~r ' k ~ , kcrl.. is 'l. summandin_Q (kN)·

_Q_ (kG) of .i; (~r) has submodule series

and so has composition length 3.
This module is liftable to the RGmodule.J2(RG) ui th character X. say.

It follows that the correspondent.
F <B E•

x -+ X 0 is the principal pro jecti ve character. If the fourth and last

row of.·the decomposition matrix (see 2.2'2.) is X"' ~ xkc.®)F <E>zE

it follows that the principal projective character is )C. -x"' + Xo

T =« v X IIIhus we must have I~ = A • Since the modular constituents of

each have multiplicity l~ X = and X::. X '" •

thus vIe can complete the decomposition matrix as
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kc; F t .-
'Xo I 0 0

"X,' 0 \ 0
., I'X 0 0

"'f.-. I I I

Section 2
Now suppose that F and E both have even dimension.

Let.,-:k~ k be the automorphism
x~ x2 , x in k. The effect of this 'operator on modules is to preserve
irreducibili ty and the principal block and so F '1= F or E • In either

'1l I~ 'i"""case we must have F = J' and E = E but suppose 1" = F and E :: E.
Then 2.3 applies and tells us that F and E are realisable in the fixed
field of if' that is, GF(2). Consider the Green correspondence between
G and N. As F and E have vertex P their correspondents are defined,
and are also realisable in GF(2); also absolutely indecomposable as
F and E are absolutely irreducible. 2.21 forces f(F) ,feE) to be of
dimension 6n and their own projective kernels. So Ii' ahd E are their
own projective kernels. It has already been shown in the proof of 5.1
that this cannot be the case. Since )':r~ F,2.3 has the force that F
(and E) is realisable in the fixed field of ~~that is GF(4), but not
in GF(2). 2.21 gives a list of the possibilities for f(F) , feE).
They are projective when restricted to (a) - in fact free. Let f(P) '::X
It will now be shown that X has no trivial composition factors.
Suppose not. X ha-:...loewy length 2 and so kn must occur as a factor
in either its head or foot. Suppose it occurs in the head of X. Then

there is an epi X A ~~ o. Schur's lemma says that (F , kG) = 0

and 2.5 implies from this that (X'~r)/(X '~T}J')N = o.
Thus our epimorphism h must be ~-projective. That is, there is an (a)

map t:X~k}r such that T(a) ,ne t) = h. now Xl(a) is projective and so
any (a)-map t is projective. rPhenh must be projective also. l:m·r 2.6
says that such a projective map as h cannot be non zero. That is,
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h is not an epimorphism as assumed. The map h cannot therefore exist.
In a similar way X has no trivial submodules. This completes the proof
that f(F) and feE) have no trivial composition factors.
Now consider a projective presentation of X. If the head of X has n
summands k¥, and m k;r21S then X is a quotient of nPl <31 mP2 •
It is a property of minimal presentations that s(nPl ~ mP2 ) belongs
to the kernel and so X is a quotient of the direct sum nPl/sl GmP2/s2
As X has no trivial submodules the submodules Ul ,U2 must also be in
the kernel (see 2.14). Thus X is a quotient of the following sum:

The foot of this module has the same dimension as its head::: head of
X. 2.16 implies that the head and foot of X have the same dime~sion.
It is I necessary therefore that X coincides with the module above.
Since X is indecomposable m = 1 or n = 1 , n = 0 ,m = 0 respectively.
These t~o modules obtained must now be the correspondents f(F),f(E).
They are the two-dimensional modules PI/V, ') ~ ,IVa.' of 2·1 4

These modules are free on subgroups of order 2. Applying Mackey 2.1
to f(F)Gn it follows that FN = t(F) e:> projectives. It will later be
'shown that this also holds for odd dimensional irreducibles.However

Gin the present case 2.1 also gives that f(F) = F ~ projectives.
An argument in the first section of this ehapter has shown that the
correspondents g(k~ ) ,g(kQ~) are liftable to R. This argument remains
valid in the present case and so _Qg(k X )::: ~ (.12. (k ¥)) and similarly
_Qg(kb'Z) = 'J (..a(k.11))are liftable to R. 'l'hesewill nov be shown to

have composition length 2.
ConsiderJ2(kt~. The results of 2.14 show that this has submodu1e

series The submodule v; is easily seen to be
o

the module r,/U \ of 2.14 ,that is f(F). 1ieconsider the series of
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Isubmodules of _Q (k((2) :::> Vz. :J 0

and induce this to G.
Usine the previous results of this section and 2.20 it emerges that

G kc,...a. (lc3-"2.) = E (f) Pro (f) Hon. From this the submodule structure of g(.12(k32))
becomes clear viz. g(_Q (ko~)) =

length 2.
and so has composition

Now the fact that this is liftable to'R implies that there is a character
X I vdth modular decomposition kG (i) F. Since irreducible characters
have odd dimension (2.22) and P' has even dimension this character must
be irreducible. A similar argument applies to k~ and E and the
characters we obtain are distinct because modularly distinct. We can
now fill in the first three rows of the decomposition matrix as follo'\-TS

kc; r: f
"XI) I 0 0

-x' I l 0

"X" \ 0 \
~row COllsider..n:-(kJr)'It has foot k¥Ef>k~~and head kJi EE>ko EE> k~2.,a.s
in 2.14. It has a unique submodule M....with trivial quotient. H has
no trivial composition factors and sCM) = s(...Q.2.(~))because it contains

M =

An argument earlier in
'1-\/
)\y

this chapter nov implies thatthe latter.
• As a consequence .1l2.(kJr) has a submodule

series • We induce this up to G. Using 2.20
and results earlier in this section we can decompose the module

obtained as follows :

'kc;.
The module F@ E.
is liftable to R.Ji(RG)

~c; (f) Pro (9 Non
F-®£

must clearly be g(..d(kN)) = n2.(k ) and
G

is such a lifting let it have character )(
)( has modular constituents kG' F, E • By inspecting the

d 't' f v 'Y ' -v '1 obtained so far no sum ofecomposa aon 0 1'0:> 1'-) I\.
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I II)Co ')'"X, '"X can possibly have these as modular constituents.The

fourth and last row of DOmust involve kG since otherwise the fourth.
I I,

irreducible l-Touldhave -even dimension. Also no sum ofXo J /( J X

can have modular constituents F &E. From these remarks it is clear

that the lag t row of DOis I, 1,1 Thus lie can wri to all of DO
kG F £

'Xo I 0 0

Xl I I 0

)( .( I 0 I

-x ~ l ,
The congruence (mod 4) of the dimension of these characters is

determined :

and Brauer's relation 2.22 becomes It- XCv) _X'(V)_-x"(v) = 0

In the case where Ii' and E have odd dimension these congruences

follolf from theorem 5.3 below and we have I F I -= IEl == I ( 4 )

-X/(I) "" )("(,) =: 1(4) , -X(I) = 3(Lt-1

Brauer's relation in this case becomes

+ x I(v) + '"X "( v, - I( (v) ::::0

Wesummarise the argument of these sections in

Theorem 5.2

T(1) E and l' have odd dimension, Ii'*zE~F , and DO=

I 0 D

0 I 0
I) 0 I

t I I

(2) E and It' have even dimension 1l'* = F, E* = E "" li,"r and DO""

That r'l= E in both cases is clear from Lnapec't.Lcn of the

, 0 0

I I 0

I 0 \
I \ I

correspondents.Similarly,that E* ::: E and F* = r in the second case.

Theorem 5.3

Fn = f(F) @ projectives,and similarly for E.

Proof

1fuen F and E have even dimension this has already been shown above.

Assume F and E of odd dimension.I'Te have already shown that in this

case.J2. (kG) has submodule structure .Hence F is a sumoand in ¢( P~)
F ~ G 1}( p~)
~G
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I (Dl ( POl)where Po is the principal projective indecomposa,ble of G and "1

means <p(<f(P~)).Weregard p as an operator oD:modules.po must therefore
have a quotient I·dth composition series ~G

f

This quotient module is single headed and so this
series is the complete submodule lattice .Call this quotient
module X, and consider ~ with series

)( I-----·l-<.. N

k~·.$B
where E is a sum of modules of vertex (a).

El) Pro

Consider the quotient X'/E. It is an extension 04 kK~X'/E _"~i~ 0

If this extension splits the hypothesis of 2.12 are satisfied i'rith
the series 0 C E C E $ k~ C X'
and we conclude that XI~ k~ ID

Ok• N
B

X cannot be projective as it has not enough composition factors.
It is not self contragredient (by considering the effect of * on th~
submodule lattice) and this means that it has not vertex (a). It has
accordingly vertex P .The equation above would imply by 2.4 that
f(X) = k ¥ which contradicts f~~'~')=.k Y and so the assumption above
that the extension X'/E splits is false. That is , XI/E is an
indecomposable of dimension 2. Consequently,by 2.14 it is free on
(a) and 2.8 implies that XI is a split extension of E by l~r

~,
Thus we can write~ = ~ $ E $ Pro.
Now f(X)= P~/Voisfree on (a) and so must be X • Thus (s~e the remarks
preceding 2.8) ~f = f(X) $ Pro and the module E = O. Returning now
to-the origin of E we can conclude that FN = k~~ Pro and this

completes 5.3.
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Chapter 6 Projective indecomposables,Resolutions, and modules
of vertex (a)

In this chapter assumptions on G are as in chapter 5. Our aim is to
describe kG-modules of vertex Ca) in BO and the kernels of a projective

resolution of kG •
Lemma 6.1

Let AI be the indecomposable module of vertex Ca) in BO(G)
Then AI ~ AI*~ AI"t'~ _Q_ (AI)

Proof
The remarks following 2.19 prove that there is just one such module,

~Pon C is k(a) • The lemma clearly holdsand that its correspondent
for the k(a) module k (a). * ,T, and..Q_CI,llcommute with induction
of modules and so the lemma holds for k(a)P. Likewise these operators all

~p
commute with "lifting" modulo U and so 6.1 holds for k(a) • Applying
the Green correspondence and noticin~ that these three operators

commute with it , we obtain the result stated.

Section 1 F and E of odd dimension

The projective indecomposables of BO

The last chapter has shown in this case that DO =
100
010
001
III

tand so the Cartan matrix = DO .DO = 211
121
112

We have-already shown in this case that Po the principal projective
indecomposable has its frattini submodule~(kG) of the form .

I}G

it f'ol.l.owsthat a submodule lattice for pI iso



Since P and E are distinot irreduoibles it is olear that this must
be the oomplete submodule lattioe. The submodule Uo is sinele footed
and so indeoomposable and so tJ; / et> ( Uc)) :::::: F , q; (U,») z: k C1
This means that if PF is the projeotive indeoomposable having F as
quotient,th3 maximal submodule of Pp' has kG as a quotient. Similarly
by oonsidering Vo there is a uniserial submodule with series

i;1/ 0
.KG

Applying * to this module we obtain a uniserial module
with series •

K~•
F

This means that Pp whioh is the injeotive hull of F has, modulo its
soole , a trivial submodule. Let p/s(PF) be the quotient of frattini
submodule over socle. Our results now show that this has a quotient
and a submcdul,etrivial. now the matrix Co implies that this module
has the two oomposition faotors kG and E and no ~thers. The only way
it can have kG as a quotient and submodule is by being the direot
sum of kG and E. We can nov assert that PF has submodule lattioe

A similar result holds for PE .This submodule lattioe is as before
unique. We set these modules out to demonstrate ~he close similarity
between them and those for A4 desoribed in 2.14. :

p~ r~
f:

F
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Inducing the modules of 2.14 to G and using 2.20 would be another
way of proving this.
It is clear from these diagrams that the projective modules in BO
have loewy length 3, and so no module in EO has loewy length in excess
of 3. In particular projective free modules have loewy length at most 2.
(see remarlcspreceding 2.10)

Theorem 6.2
..J'Lr"(kG)for n)O has loewy length 2. Let h~·~. Then the head and
foot of ~n(kG) for all n are determined by the following relations:
_Q11(kG) == .Jl"'(kG)* and
r\3h(k

G
) . 1 f t-I L. has as ~ts oeifY ao ors (h + d kG (f)' h ( F (fJ E )

h k"ci h (F(f)E)

n3h•l(k
G
)-IL. has as its 10e1fYfactors

h kG (f) (h+ I\( f: (£) E).
lh+l)kG (f) h ( F (f) E)

. .

~~kG) has as its loewy faotors

Proof
3hThe proof is by indu0tion on h .J2 (kG) = kG is olearly of the form

Ah for h = O. It is neoessary to prove that the form Ah implies ~,
Bh implies Ch ' and Ch implies ~+l • We prove only this last part,
proof of the others being similar.
Aooordingly we assume for some h ~ 0 the form ':::n.. A minimal projeotive
presentation of Ch ol'1,nbe lifted from one for its head and so is the

direot sum :Q =
3(1..))

S(Q) is oontained in the kernel and so the foot ofJI ~kG) is the head

of Ch L,e• {h + I } ( h G ® F ® E )
This is in aooordance with the form Ah+l • The oomposition faotors
of PO,P1;1,PE are given by the Cartan matrix and so we oan evalua.te the
several multiplicities of the oomposition faotors of Q.
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He know the composition factors of Ch by the Lnduct i.on hypothesis and

have determined those of S(.n.(Ch)~hOSCfor the head of _Q_ (Ch) are

nOlf determined by a simple count:

No dul.e F E

2 (h +1)

h -t-l h+1 h-t-I

4-{ h+l)

therefore

h-t-\ h + \

It is now clear that the head and foot ofJL (Ch) are consistent

with the form Ah+i

The module of vertex (a) in BO .
Consider the unique indecomposable A' of vertex (a) in Bo(U); with Loewy

facto['s K f'l (f) 1.-<.0' IB k d'~ and is the module k(a/*4 lifted to N.

I"", ® .V,) If) I"~l.

Weinduce this series to G and use 2.20 we get
.'"

At;=: $ Pro Et> ITon= AII EfJ Pro EB> Iron

K<t ® F- (f) E

The module A" is (a) projective.It cannot have any projective summands

as it only has loewy length 2. Thus it is a sum of modules of vertex (a)

There is in BO only one such module and as Af'has only two of each of

its composition factors At' is either indecomposable or a sum of two

copies of the same indecomposable which must then have composition

fao·tors kG ' F , E • Since P and E have the same dimension this implies

that the indecomposable of vertex (a) has odd dimension which

contradicts the r-enarks preceding 2.4. Thus the modul.e At, must be the

indecomposable of vertex (a) in BO. i.e. At. = At.
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Section 2 F and E of even dimension
100 422

In this case ve have that DO = 110 and Co = 221
101 212
III

The projective inclecomposables of nO

Let Po ' Pi' ,PE be the projective "hulls" of kG ' F and E resp.
The composition factors of these modules are given by the Cartan
matrix. PIt' has its head and foot isomorphic to ::.'and so the section
p/s(pp) has composition factors 2'kG ' E • Call this module X.
X is self-contragredient as F is and so PF is (see chapter 5).
He shall show'that X is indecomposable , for suppose not.
Since X has only three composition factors it can only decompose in
four ways :

"k
• 'i (£) k" (c)
.1:

We shall eliminate each of these.
(c) and (d) are not self-contragredient and so cannot occur..
(b) would imply that G has an indecomposable with two trivial
composition factors. The kerne~ of such a module has index 2 in G
and this forces G to be 2-nilpotent,cont.rary to hypothesis.So this
case does not arise.

and so G has a module with series

(a) implies that PF has submodule lattice

.
F
.- .- 0

= y

This is obviously no·tprojective and no.};self-contragredient and so
by 6.1 cannot have vertex (a). It has, in consequence, vertex P and
its Green correspondent on N is defined. ~lU =

, 1<-
: ~<:.<(f) projectives (5.3)

Restricting the module Y and its submodule series above to U lieget
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@Pro == Y' ® Pro

Y' cannot have (1)- or (a)-projective summandu because its dimension
is only 4. It must therefore be fey). Its head contains the 2 copies
of ~ and its .foot contains k~2. There are the follolfing tl"TO

head(Y') = K f'I (f) k f'I (t) k y

head(Y') = k IV (B K N

possibilities: foot(yt) =

In the first .case Y' is single footed of foot k)fa and so can be
embedded in Paz. However p~~ has just one k}r composition factor and

,-

SO this cannot happen. In the second case Y' has foot k« Efl k <r z,
and so can be embedded in Pr ~P~2. The image of Y' must be in the
submodule Ul Ef) U2 as only ~if ~ ~ in its head. By dimension Y'
must actually ~ Ul ~ U2 and so is decomposable. Since our original
module Y was indecomposable this also cannot be the case.
The result of this is that a module of the form assumed for Y does
not occur. None of the four cases postulated above is the case and
so the module X is indecomposable.
seX) ~ p(X) and as X is self-contragredient seX)*'-::::X/p(X). Since E"'==E
occurs only onoe as a composition faotor of X , & is a factor of
neither seX) nor X/p(X) • Each of these must therefore be kG.

X is uniserial wi~.n series faotors kG' E, kG. It nov follows from
the definition of X that Pp is uniserial with series as follows; a
similar argument holds for PE ;

PF
F

PI::
E

F

F

E
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We nov turn our attention to P~ , the principal projective inclecomposable
of G.He shall have recourse to the follow'ing facts :

p(;*-::::PO'::::P6T • Po has composition factors 4kG ' 21i',2E, "Tith
. , (1"

kG as its head and foot. p/s(Pb)~ p/s(PO)*~ p/s(Pb) and has
composi tion factors 2kG ' 2F , 2E • }ie ca.Ll, this module X. It has
no kG in its head or foot since this would imply the existence of
a non-splitting extension of kG by itself which as before implies
that G is 2-nilpotent. So any irreducible summands of X must be F

or E.lf one occurs, both mus tj as X is fixed by the module operator 'I •

Suppose that this is the case viz. X = F ~ E $ XI say. XI has
composition faotors 2ka ,F E, and must be isomorphic to its image
unde.r q-: as F ~ E and X both are.Alsa XI has no trivial factors or
submodules since then X would and we have seen that this is not
permissible. It is now,a consequence of these remarks that X'
has series or

f

Neither of these is compatible with XI'Y:: XI. The result of this
argument is that X has no irreducible summands. This has the consequence
that seX) S p(X). Since X* ~ X, s(X)* c: X/p(X). Now if F or E Occurs
in seX) both must occur as X Y =:: X.Likelfise both must occur in its head.
Since F and E OCCl'!'only tvrice each as composition factors of X
we must have that s(X);:::::F ~ E ':::'X/p(X) and X has the unique loeuy
series

The middle factor here - p/s(X) is an extension of kG by kG and so
must be a trivial extension.
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How because the head of X = P EF> E ifS can lift the natural minimal
presentation of the latter to X. That is X is a quotient of Pp$PE•

X is a quotient of the module with stl~cture
is tn the kernel of this presentation, and

IF
IK" ®
J ~~X has no trivial submodules and so the

foot of this module (c'ka $ka ) must also be in the kernel.
Thus X is a qotient of the direct sum r F !~~f KG ED.

I E If.
This module has the same composition factors as X and so coincides
with it. That is,X is the direct sum of the two uniserial modules:

~le can now construct a submodule lattice for PO. We summarise the
three projeotives in this diagram:

p~ C'p
Kct F

f E

f

The correspondents of k d' ,.Js 3'l.
yTe shall determine g(kX ) , g(k~2.)

Theorem 6.3
g(k~ ) , g(kKz) are the modules

F
Kli

EProof
Considerfl (It, d'2.)
This has submodule series where X is an
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indecomposeble of dimension 2. X ~ f(li').InducinG this up to G and
usine the results of the preceding chapter

Gwe get a module '"lithdE:composition ..a (k~z)
Thus g(_Q(k <rz)) = } ~c,

-( ( . kc;)From this g(k '62.) = .i: :f

= <3iPrQ$Hon

.An injective hull of the module
J kF'i] is an injeotive hull of F as it is olearly single footed.

As P:B'is uniserial with series F l Kc; ') ~ , k, ) F .
...(

...0.. (g(Jl (k ((2.))) must be the

Similarly we have result 6.3 for g(k~ ).

F
uniserial module 1dth composition length 3

A ;erojective resolution of kG
In ohapter 2 the loewy factors oL..cf(kn) have been presented.
Let S be the minimal submodule of ...a..V(kN)such that .J2.Y(~T)/s is
trivial, and contragrediently, T the trivial submodule of...flv(kU).
T and S are unique and 0 ~ T S S (..12Y( KN )) = <p(_[)_ V( k IV)) £. 5 f, .a V( 1·\fV)

Every trivial composition factor Of~V(kN) is accounted for by S or T
as _fLY(kJf) has loewy length 2. siT has no trivial composition factors
We oonsider a decomposition of siT into indeoomposab1es.Inspection
of the composition ~actors of the projective resolution of 2.14
shows that the only indecomposables of odd dimension having no
trivial oomposi tion faotors are k r ' k;r2.. Here we are also using
2.15. An argument in section (2) of ohapter 5 shows that the only even
dimensionals with no trivial composition faotors are of dimension 2

and are .• It follovrs that we can decompose SiT as

'I'hs numbers of factors k ~, k 6' 2. must be equal as SiT is its own image
under the operator; • Similarly for the other trTOfaotors.
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The values of f'lv))Cj(v)will now be shown to determine the composition

factors of the projective kernels of a : ...o_V(ka) 'I'he number of

factors of si.v (~) isomorphic to k ~ is the sum Flv) + 2 <J ( v)

and this has been determined in 2.14. So evaluation of only one of

is necessary. (l'his however 'iill not be carried out here •

.o:V(Jr1T) hae the submodule se:r:ies

5 kN s

t. k N

S and t are determined in 2.14.1fe induce this up to a and use 2.20

and/or theorem 5.3. The correspondents g(k~l) are shown in 6.3 and
'k

g('K~ etc, are the irreducibles in BO in this case. Using this and 2.10
, "I

;.re can "ITitea decomposition for _n_"( K t-I '} G as follows

x
y

s.! ~G ID t,)®gv(~®f)E.F i!
t KG

(f) Pro (]ili'on = X ff> Pro e; non

j2V(ka) must now be a summandin X with by 2.20 a projective

complement. If PF or PE were a summandit would have to be contained

in Y as X/Y is trivial. However Y has loewy length not exceeding 4

and as PI<'and PE have loewy length 5 this cannot be.r:I.'husany summand

in X must be Po • This will also be sholin to be impossible. Let P be

a submodul,e of X isomorphic to Pb • If P (\ Z = 0

then x/Z would have a submodule isomorphic to Pb '~hich contradicts its

loewy Leng th , Therefore, P (\ Z ::: U = s(p) ::: ka• By assumption,

X = XI E£l P and U£: P and so X/U decomposes as XI' fr) PiU. Clearly
vI

t 7;-" I' and pI = piu is summandX/U has a series ~n y'
r- (; \ (.....),cv( ~G e~~)(f) ~v i®E

z: I .

(t-r)kG.
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The submodule lattice of P! is kG

F r::

We have that X' -;;-pI Ii> X". The submodule 2' of X' must lie in X"
as its projection onto P! lies in S(pI) ~ F $ E and so is zero.
And so we can write X'/ZI --- X'

f:(f.ffiiJ:~~(:~E)
.

and has a summand pI

Let p(pI) = P''and X'/Z' ::;;.P' @ XI!/Z' say XI/Z'o:::: P' $ Q

Since X'/YI is trivial and YI/ZI has no trivial quotients it must be
the case that pIIS Y', and Q @ P" contains yl. Clearly XI/(Q ~ p")z- k

a
and so Q @pll has series, ..

Since pithas no trivial quotients it must lie in'Jide Y" . That is P" ('.i-~)k
G

is asummand in Y".and now by Krull-Schmidt Q~(Q $> p")/p" =- (f'v-I)( ~~ 18~G)e~v(F(£)r)
Returning now to t~e module X with summand P and complement X' and
piecing together these facts it is the case that X' must have a series:

• )( I

(5-1) Kc,
•

(kIW, ~ ~\)
(t -I~ II'G

By our assumptions .JlV(ka) is a summand in this module. Hestrict it to
IT.Using 5.3 and 6.3 it is not difficult that the following holds:
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A similar relation holds for g(k 't ). Applying this to XIITand using
again 2.10 we can decompose it as

\$ -',) k t.J

(fv - ,) ( k 6'~ K l,)cv 9" (~6,e :~4')
. ~ . '\4

(r -r) K",

@Pro = V (£> Pro say

Since we assumed that _Qv (kG) was a summand in X I vo must have that
~V(kN) is a summand in the module V. A comparison of dimensions
however shows that dim(-1lV(~r) = 2 v + I ::::'5+ t + 2 f v + 4 ~II

:: lS-I) t(t-.) 1-2(f,,-I) 1'4~v ;-4->~H+t-I1-2~v-')+4<jv = dim(V)

and so this cannot be the case.
It follows that our original assumption that P~ was a summand in X

v'is false and so X is indecomposable, This means that X =..fl.. (kG).
By inspecting the submodule series for X the composition factors are

clearly as follows : S t t factors
factors

2.t"T~V ...
,factors E

Module of vertex (a) in BO
As we have already shown, BO has exactly one indecomposable of

vertex (a)
Theorem 6.4

The unique indecomposable AI of vertex (a) in BO has submodule lattice
KG

Proof
Cons ide.rthe unique klf indecomposable of vertex Ca) in °0(r). It is
called A. The remarks following 2.16 show that A has a series
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If tle induce this up to G tie get a decomposition

(f) Pro ~ Non = All a:> Pro ® Iron

Here again we are using 2.10 and 2.20. The module AI must be a summand

in A" and in fact must be all of it as no projective (loewy length 5)

can be summand t and it must be (a)-projective. The submodule lattice

above must be complete as if not, AI would have say F in its head

and then by lemma 6.1 would have to have F $ E in both its head tlnd

foot, which are distinct because A' is indecomposable (but not

irreducible).
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Chapter 7 The case G = PSL(2,q)

In this chapter some of the results of the preceding pages will be
verified for the case where G is the group PSL(2,q) q = 3,5(mod 8)

The 2-sylm'1subgroup is P C2X C2 and is its Olm centraliseI' in G

Using the character table for G it is routine to distribute the
ordinary irreducibles into 2-blocks. Thus BO has four and the blocks
of defect 1 have two each. These two are modularly irreducible and

in agreement with chapter 4. [: ]equal and so the decomposition matrix for such a block is

G has a doubly transitive permutation .Over an ordinary field
(~or2-adic ring) this affords a character XD +- X where 'Xo is the
trivial character and )( is irreducible. Over a field of characteristic
2 it will be shown below that this permutation representation affords
a module with composition factors; 2kG ' li' , E where F' ane E axe

irreducible. Also this module is indecomposable and so X. ,E and F
."

all belong to the principal block. It follows from this that )(
k 'F' and E. Let -v I andhas modular constituents G ~

two irreducible characters in BO

"V II/'- be the other

q :; 3 (mod 8) Xl ....X"

q = 5 (mod 8) )( I + X"

= X on 2-regular elements
on 2-regular elements

In the first case it is necessary that DO = 100
010
001
III

In the second case DO must be 100
101
110
111
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Let k be a field of characteristic 2, F the Galois field of order
q

q = pn 1vith p odd. Let.t2..= PG(l,q) the projective line over F , 1vith
q

elements t["Y]):/6..F'I' llO,I] f
where

[
a b ~I_ r- a - b 1
C cA J l-c - d

G = PSL(2'Q.) has elements [a
. c.

G acts on JL by "t.ne rule

[>, YJ ~ ;] =

Let }if = k.Jl. be the kG module afforded by...n.. •

Theorem 7.1 (Green)

M is indecomposable. s(M):: M/¢,(M)e: kG .§!.nd¢,(H)/s(M)::: F Go> E

lofhere It' and E are the two non trivial irreducibles in BO(G).

Proof

As G is 2-transi tive on JL , End = End(M) has dimension 2 with basis
I I I" I

I . I I I"
J •

I I

order q+l X q+l

I I'" I

, these matrices being of

q+1 is even and k has characteristic 2 and so and

k J J(EP.d) the Jacobson radical of End. End/J(End):: kG

and so M is indecomposable.

Let W= f 2 h", C0 I ~ k", = 0 ~

k ~ = \.1 cc- t..Jand T = ~ .~ L-

Wand Tare submodules of 1ft • M/if'~ kG~ T and T ~ Was k has

characteristic 2. It will be shown that 1'[ has only three non degenerate

submodules.

H has basis {[I, YJ - [0 J IJ:: t;y J Y6 F'{, l
Consider Gb = Gl"U "l[~ ;] I \[~,0Jl \ [~ ;] 1 = II. S
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Thus S is reb~lar on \s I = n
q = p

Extend k if necessary to contain a pth root of 1 • k is then a splitting

field for S of characteristic prime to (S\

Let S be the set of all linear representations of S in k. Isl=lsl
The mapping 'j is an isomorphism between F+ and S

q

If ee:s we shall write et)') to mean e[~ ~J
Then W has basis } t 2. e(~)-' t;y le ~5, ~
Each element of this basis spans an S submodule of VT and any S

submodule is a sum of some of these. This is because they are all

distinct irreducible kS modules.

k eeo = T is a Gb (G in fact) submodule of W

Any non-trivial submodule of W is an S submodule and so must contain

(-< €'e ) e f eosome

Hence it also contains

This spans another S submodule of rT viz. that afforded by the linear

representation 'j ~ et «' ~)

In this way H acts on the ~ ee ~ /
Let u be a non square in F for example a multiplicative generator of F*

q q

The orbits of H on the ~ee~ are 6:: ~e~/~ eel~) o/,,} e'i';-· eltd

because S( 'Y) Vy =>
have equal length

2>< ==\ ==>
q-l/2 •rrhis iss and

So H acts regularly on the S modules in

[~;..] ~ [~~]
and W

Suppose then

@

-X'
I

8(U)')::: e(a2)')

It follows that any t € \}7
It is now clear that W decomposes over Gb as

can be taken as 'f (y) '" e (Lt a 2 'j )

k ee<) @ k e (f) k 0/
and each of these is irreducible.They are distinct as they are when

restricted to S. Any kG submodule of 1i must be a sum of some of these.

k t'e
o

is a submodule = T in fact.
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He ShOrTthat each of h e(9" @ I" e) keel) (£) k W
is a submodule and simultaneously that h 8 , K t}7'

are not kG submodules •.
c:: l~6] 4- Cp As G is 2-transitive G = ~·b.I.CP
Consequently, it is enough to show that h eeo (D k @ ,

are closed under the action of z and k e ) k cI'
Let e ~ e

U Cb.l,Ch

k evv(f) k P
are not.

where ·f ( ~J)= e (~ \ ) 'J =f 0 ; t(o) -= 0

Now any such function f can be written as f =

'\fhere(f , er)
This is because classical character theory works for Sand k as
char(k) is prime to lsi and is a splitting field for S.
Applying this to the expression abo~e we get
e ~..l ~ 2: (f ,i') <;r-h/) t ~ == 2.. (f .o"] etr
e2. q_ er ~ 0-

We now prove that if IT e V· 'J (f 10--') =- 0

and this will imply the final result. er may be taken as

(j ( JI) e (Ui
~)

I U d 2.= , V =
(+,0"-') ~ ~ f(-'j) i'(~) -thus -

-L ~e(~Tul~):= <t. ~:f:o

and
-L
't

Each term in this summation occurs twice. To see this,consider the

map of F to itself. The inverse image ofq

any x in F is the set of solutions of the quadratic
q

This has no repeated roots for if it did we would have
Z I

::( -40 =0
.2. • .,(':Iz.) = V :::: U d "-
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This contradicts choice of u as a non-square. 'I'hus each element of

F either does not occur as an argument inq

or else ocours exactly tvrice. The summation above must therefore be 0

This proves that k eeo @ k e ., 1< ee" ID KW
are indeed kG submodules of W • Also I, e) K ~r cannot be submodules as
(f .) 00-

1
)

_L_ ~ s( y~) =::: -L2.6>(~)
Cl. 'J =o C{. -:J *0

That is ee c involves ee.,

We have now that }l has only three non-degenerate submodules viz.

T :::.l< €0o ) )

As M is a permutation module M*=.:M

It is clear that any trivial submodule of M must be T and

contragrediently, the only submodule of !II w'ith trivial factor is l,f.

From these follows that 1f* == MIT and so modulo T,

three non-degenerate submodules which must be HIT,
M has just

'T $ K8
T

)

Now let X be any submodule of M.
=> v ::::. )( ID WXf'I"vV= 0 " 'vV

.~
\IV

- KG ==') X ~ T.:: > x=.o

=> )(::: T@K e
X::'2. T => L ~

TOn the other hand 'f.. '*0 = '>

) M

From this it follows that the complete submodule la.ttice for r.1 is
M

o
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Theorem 7.2
q = 3(8) lal = q(q-l)q+l)/2
labl= q(q-l)/2 M = K Jl. a 'ka and so is projective. It is

b
the principal projective indecomposable of G.
FU - k'yEh) Pro and ~l == k;¥2.(f) Pro

Proof
Gb has odd order so P 1'\ Gb = 1. Let P = lL, a, b, o • P acts regularly on .1l.

Let its orbits be ala2a3a4 blb2b3b4 b5b6 •••• bq_3
where we choose the numbering so that a is represented on the indices
by (12)(34),(56)(78) etc and b by (13)(24),(57)(68) etc.
Let 1'T' be the three dimensional submodule of Wp spanned by

and let Q be spanned'byal-a2,al-a3,al-a4
bl-al b5-al b 6-aq-l

b
q
_5-a2

b
q
_
4
-a

3
b
q
_
3
-a

4

On each group of four P acts regularly and so the k-space Q spanned by
these is a projective submodule of WP" of dimension q-3.
Its sum with W' is clearly direct and so we may write
Wp = W' E9Q • W' is the module Jl(kp) .Let T' be its unique

irreducible submodule.
T 1\ Q is obviously 0 and so Til :::=

T

submodule of wiT P and so is a summand.

1TOI·1 H'IT' ~ P'/s(kP) and so ;;-~ @ ~ •

That is we have wiT p = kp ~ ~ Ef] Pro
7.1 shove that wiT ~ F @ E and so Fp - ~ EB Pro

Q is a projective
Also T + Q= T' CB Q and so

~.:::: w(<B41_
T+Q T'(f)Q

~
Tt
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and ~= ~ @ Pro
Since ~ has vertex P so do F and E .Also f(F) , feB) are summands in
Ii~ .= ~:r E£> k~(f) k2(2

It is n01(clear that ftF) ,feE) are k 11" k ¥l. .The complement of f(Ii')
in Fp is Pro rThen restricted to P and so is projective as kU module.
All parts of theorem 7.2 have now been ~roved.
This verifies the results of chapter 5 (1) and 5.3
Consider F ® FIN = FU ® FN e= (k 0$ Pro )@(k;r @ Pro)

= k~ C9 k~ (f) projectives = ki"$ projectives
= feE) (f) projectives

It follows that F ® F ~ E E!1 projectives
F GP E = kG Et;) projectives similarly
and E @ E = F GJ projectives
The modllie M above is the principal projective indecomposable of G.
Tensor it with F. This is an exact operation and so we can decompose
the product, using 2.10 as

F

Eb Pro = P}l'E&Pro
F

The module PF is projective,has quotient F and obviously cannot
decompose. It must be the unique projective indecomposable having
head F and the submodule lattice above is clearly complete.
A similar argument shows that PE has submoduf,e lattice

E

This verifies the properties of these lattices deduced in chapter 6 (1)
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li01-T suppose q·~5 (mod 8)
This time \Gb \ = q(q-l)/2 - 2(mod 4)
Theorem 7.3

H :::kg is the unique inde?om:pos~.?lei~_~_of verte~_ (a)
b

PN = Cl (T-o)O @ Pro ) ~l = Cl (T-/)O E!3 Pro where
Cl(T-o)O repres~_p.tsITby-

Cl(T-'f)°represents n by
~2.]d-!) [~ I

Proof

Choose a 2-sylow subgroup P such that P (\Gb = <a» where P ={l,a, b,c f
As IGbl = 2 (mod 4) no elements ofJ1 are fixed by p. As G is 3-regular
on Jl a fixes exactly two elements, say A and A'. Similarly let b fix
B,B' and c fix C,C'. These must comprise 6 distinct elements of ~
and clearly must form an orbit of N. Let the other P-orbits be

,

... aq-9 if these exist. Again, we
arrange that a is represented on the."indices by (12)(34), (56)(78) etc.
and b by (13)(24) , (57)(68) ete.Consider the following set of ele~ents
A-bl al-b1 a5-bl aq_12-bl
A-b2 a2-b2 a6-b2 aq_ll-b2
A~b a3-b3 a1-b3 aq_lO-b33
A-b a4-b4 a8-b4 aq_9-b44

Each set of four is permuted regularly by P and so spans a projective
submodule of 'rTp • Let 1'1' be the submodule of lip of elements
:2 klAJ 1.0 : t.V = A, A',B d.c. in which 2. kw = 0

W' has dimension 5 • The direct sum of the projective modules above
call it Q has dimension q-5 and its sum l-rith1f' is direct. Thus
lip== W' ff) Q • How as before let T be the trivial submodule of l'T and
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T' that of H'. T + Q = T' @ Q and (T +Q)/T c: Q is projective as
Q (\ T ... O. 'l'husviiT
is ifl(Q + 'I')

P has projective submodule Q + TIT and its complement
w'Ef)<:¥ = vvf®Q _ Wi

T-t-Q T (£)Q T'

HIT = F EeE and so(F <:B E)p::::: w'/T' @ Pro
The kH module afforded by A,A',B,B',C,C' is just the module k(a)
and in the notation of the remarks after 2.16 w'/T' is the section
,.ifI• A decomposition of this module is given in those remarks.
W' and T' are kJr modules and using an argument like that in the previous

case we can write Ii' (f) Ehr = ii'IT' fJj Pro
The correspondents f(F) , f(E) are now clearly those two 2-dimensional
klT modules having no trivial composition factors obtained in the
remarks referred to. The notation for these used in the statement
of the theorem is as in Conlon(5) This completes 7.3 •
The results of chapter 5 (IV and 5.3 and theorem 6.4 have nov been
verifid .• He continue with this case and examine the structure of

projective indecomposables.
We have so far that lOO

1 1 0
10 1
1 1 1

(2) M = kg - the indecomposable of vertex (a)
b

has submodule lattice

(3) Gb has order q(q-l)/2 = 2 (mod 4)

Gb has a normal 2-complement 0 say_
kOGb = k(GoI0) is an extension of kGb by itself
Thus kg is an extension of 'M by M • It is projective and has !If and
so kG as a quotient. 'I'husit involves Po the principal projective.

Its composition factors are ~cG ' 2F ,2E and (1) above implies
that (4,2,2) is the first column of the Cartan matrix. i.e. the
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Gmodule kO is the principal projective indecomposable of G. Its
submodu1e lattice will now be deduced.

[OV uO_l,He use the notation of ·theorem 7.1. Let x be the element 'J
of G.He shall use the abbreviation .y for the coset O.Y of ° in G
THus Gb is a union of the cosets .1 , .x and we can list the other

, for y ~ F • S acts
q

'transitively on these latter two sets and its action is obvious.
Also S fixes the first tw'ocosets as x normalises 0: (O,x) = Gb
The action of x is a consequence of the tw'ofacts
r 'I- = X-Ii!, ~ ~]~ = ~[~ ~~-2J

The action of z is determined by the following formulae which
straitforward matrix algebra establishes:

y I O,y a square in F .~ [~YJ r. "" •l. [ ~ -~]q
y a non square in JP .~[~ ~J l ::: ·X t. [~ -~Jq
y ... 0 l2.:, I

notice that as we are assuming that.-qS' 5 (mod 8) -1 is a square.
As in the proof of 7.1 we can choose a basis for Po consisting of

coset Bums as follows :

'1, ·X, .r.eo)·'X.~eo , f'~ ee{ , j. X 2 e0~

~'2: eq,.\, f~/(?: e\j/j

The sets! .lee, ·x2 ee'\ .ree~···· i= e
9' = f ·xi. t'~) • z ec3lt, 'Xl, ec"J,l... ~

afford t~e same irreducible

The decomposition of P~IGb is therefore
k("1 'X)(f) K<''2('o, .).!eo)e7K (:YID K ty'® K o/<B '" tf 3: 2 (k:"\;f:I F'GH-')

and so pi has very limited submodu1e possibilities.Consider theo
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submodu1e M' spanned by
,I + '-;_) .~eoi-·)'2eo,I~2!-t·}.-e-)~ef ,f( ~t.)tc)el\"'i

This is isomorphio to M and so has submodule 1attioe

where its soole is spanned by'" + ."j.. T • 'teOT -» r: eo == T

and another two non-degenerate submodules are

Let the sum of these be Q. Then Q has submodu1e 1attioe

Consider p~/Q •

L/Q == F say ,
L 1l11> ::. T e k< ~(.t- t .)l 1-) e& r> e ("<(to h "X 't) e 'Y ~ > ID F I
where Ft is another submodule of K <et "2 ee ~ ) I-:~ 2 ee> I>
and so F' G1 K < ~(- ~ t . ). ~)eo ~> == K < \ . ~ee ~}}'J.. ~ e~ ~>
sinoe the latter has composition length 2. Thus . l E'eE L

and so ·2.E'e z. E L • We now e~luate an expression for this
element. (. ~ r b ,] + . 2 er ~n-I, z [' ;] )• Z. E'e r = ~

_2 e(~)#i[~ rJ ~ to

- . I + + 2_ e(~). :x i r ~ ;J
~~.. F

fylf;P
.I. ) \ t YJ ;£ ect)(, ~1-'J( ~)f~i']::: ~, + 2 e( ~ 'z e , 1-

~:t'o J":l4r

::: .( ..,. 2:f(~) . z ~~r1 T ~ ~()))(. f:t,~ i)l' Y]
:1

"j I say.
Consider the two funotions defined by this equation : f and g •

As in 1.1 we determine "(f,er) and (g, (f) for cr-~ S
== 2 se ':}) - J

::i_ S( tty <.cl .. )
:>'4'0

(f,e~) ~

(f Je~'r)
Y=l:O

2.. e( ~) e(u'~<~) =
"j=tl)

e(2ul')t- e(-~u"\

as has a repeated root at
• , - 2 f.~ "

~.e.'jT'jU =:t.2U<
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Also It I ~) :::

now consider g. Let J( = Iy in Fq , y a non-square r
[~) eo·')::: 2. e(~) :::: :2 e(~) = h by definition.

~<" JV' 'j(,vV'

(9 ,(eli r ) - ~~e(1 i- u- J ~ ) = 0

as ~-? ~-tu- i~ has a repeated root at only ~=: =t 1.-{2..r

which is not a non-square. -.2(~it') . ) , )
(~I(el~1')'i) = ~~J.I'e(~+u ~) = e(:<u-~3-1 -t-e(_.2~-'2J-1

as
- ~~-,

±2 Ll

Wecan now say

~ f ()').~[~rJ z: • ~eQt@JC2.)1-8(- '2. )}~ ee l' [6(.t u ) t-6(-2 u)} t e(7~+[e(~,/'}-te(-~ut~. C eeJl'•••

~ ~(~)tl-t'l-'t)[' r]= h(r2:t~):~)eD t-@>(2uhe(-:1.u)j(.h.:>ti) ee~
+ [e{l.u.3) 1-el-2.u.~ll(·h·)'-'l:) €el:3 •• , 1- 2. k",(. rtrX~) e~/

Returning to the expression for 0 T- ee i: \'re have

ol-E'e i! ::: ·1.,.. ·leo +h(.~t·):~)eo t ~ k4'(. i-t·-:J. r) e~'P .
1- [ee 2)t6l-~il ...l ea -t[e(.2 u2.)t- (:)(-24 t.il·l ~eJ.l

+ [e(2.U) t-e(-;z uu- ttee~ +- Lee 2'(.0.~) +6(-~u.l)].)t teo)!:} ,

This cannot belong to L as -I +- • z eo -t h. (. ~ 1- r')l e) eo 4- T

Thus modulo Q,Pb can have only trivial submodules. M'/Q:::- M/w ~ kG

and PblM' ~ M has a submodule kG and so T'blQ has a two-

dimensional trivial submodule • It is not difficult to see that it is

generated by ., T • z. eo ,
Modulo Q these elements generate the trivial submodule of p~/Q • This

is clear by considering the trivial subrnodule of <.(:>. y., .? eo.,·.xleo)/T

Since pOlQ can have only trivial submodules in its socle we must

actually have that S (P~/Q) ,._. k" ® kG as claimed above.

(-I i- •~eo) 2 = ·IT-cE'oi' h ~(.t-t.~t:)ee i-(Ith) ~Ez.T.lt)eq.-

(-I t • j. ) l- - (. ~t -J r) eo + ~ (.~t<~ 2) fe i- 2: (.~i-~J_ t) ell-:
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From these tl'fOequations it is clear that P~/T has no trivial

submodules.This is because no linear combination of .11'· z:eo) -It--)(

Cru1 span a trivial submodule modulo T as no linear combination of

the 8) q;...components of their images under z is- zero.

It is nov clear that s(PO) :::: T , s2(pO) ~ Q, s3(PC,)/s2(Po)'~ kG G>kG

Let I = ('1+ -leo)+(It-h)(.I+.)() and J = ('IT'~€D)+ h(·tt·x)

Calculation again shows that

I r > :::X say

and T ~ C < J ') ~( . l- t ..){-1:) e'\{-- ~ ) T > = Y say

It follows that X and Y are submodules uniserial with lattices

k" ~c.
F y = EX :::

'T KG T Kc; )<..

Wecan now say that s(pb/Q) ::: s3(Po) has series ~G

~G o
The oalculations above establish that

• z- E'e 2 ~ <, 2ee) 'J.~e61-) • 2 ee~~J··· j 'I>
and simils.rly • J.. c- t"e x ~ e 'I'

= yl say

and so on •

Likewise .~€l¥ft:<·l('lI-;~~eq..l(J.ze\l-)C.t •. ) X>= XI say

and • -x. l e 4-)C. ~ c r: I
and so on.

pb is self-oontragredient and so is ~ kG modulo its frattini

pb is indeoomposable and so s(pb) :::T

we must have that rp /s deoomposes into at most

submodule ¢
and as-s2/s ......

•

F(f)E

two summands. It is now routine to establish that the submodules

XI and Y' above form a direct summodulo T and this direct sum is ¢Is'
Also X' and. Y' are uniserial of length 4.1fe can nov draw' submodule
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lattices for these modules
X' )'1

E r
x 1-

K<j KGX ---- Y
Kc; ~" F E

T T

1\ Y",
I 0 0

K~
0

This lattice for the principal projective indecomposable Po is in
agreement with the results of chapter 6.
Theorem 7.4
The non-principal_projective indecompos~~!e~PF ~ PE are uniseria!
with series Pp Pe

F £

Y\c, '\
~ F

~ K"
f E

0 / 0

Proof
The Cartan matrix says that PF has composition factors 2F , 2ka ' E •
The uniserial submodule Y' of Po constructed in ~he previous section
has composition length 4 and is a quotient of PF • Since PIllhas a
unique irreducible submodule (F) the kernel of the minimal projective
presentation of Y' must be s(PF) ~ F and so the unique series for
PF is as given. An analogous argument applies to PE •

This concludes the verification of chapter 6 for the second case.
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Chapter 8 Miscellaneous Comments

In this chapter are included some remarks which could not conveniently
be included in the main argument. Also some of the wider ramifications
of these methods arc mentioned.

Suppose that in the group G considered previously, the 2-sylow subgroup
P is self centralising. Then G has only one block with defect group
II"'.The result of chapter 4 applies and ,Te have that projective
indecomposables in blocks of defect 1 have submodule lattices

[:where I is irreducible.
In blocks of defect 0 of course projectives are irreducible. In the
single block of defect group P - 2-BO - in case (1) projectives have

lattice

and in case (2) have lattice or

It follows that if rt is the nilpotent radical of kG in case (1) 13

annihilates all projectives and in case (2) ~s annihilates them.
"Y13 "'....d?1 s:Since kG is a sum of projectives l ~. ( respectively

3
annihilate kG and so in case (1) "l =- 0

and in case (2) "1 s=-o

Ifehave had occasion to use modules which are projective when restricted
to some subgroup, but not themselves projective. Two more examp~es of
the use of these are now given;
(8.1) In section (2) of chapter 5 it is shown that _O_\KN) has a series
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liecan use this to show that .JL 2..(Ke;} has composition length 3 1-Tithout
using 2.21, as follows:
We have that F@ Pro

V Ale; =::In general ''v

so inducing up J2.2 ( '''fII\ we get a module with series

k" ® Pr 0 cr> X
K" Ef> X (f> Pro.

F- @ E (f) Pro

The projective constituents split off (as in 2.10) and we get
K~(f) X. @ Pl'O -= X I <!) Pro

X is a sum of modules of vertex (a).

Now (F(f) E \1(0) is projective: this is shown in chapter 5.
Now the module XI a~ove has a series
with
X is (a)-projective and J::.~ £ is projective on (a). This implies
that FeE is a summand in Y (see 2.8).

Thus we have J!: e!: I Y , Y!F® E I X/f<5E
2.12 now'applies and we get X' x (j) X II

and >< 'I has series

The argument of ohapter 5 (2) now implies that
)(.I,

(8.2) Burnside p-oomplement theorem
Let G be an arbitrary group with p-sylow subgroup P (p odd),
P abelian and t\/c. ( p) p-nilpotent. Then G is p-nilpotent. Again by
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way of demonstration , we prove this using modules projeotive on a
suitable olass of subgroups.
Proof of 8.2
The proof is b.1 induotion on lal. Let k -Z , the field of p elements.p

Remark 1 Let a satisfl the ,hn!otheses of 8.2. i.e,!Na(P) is p-nilpot~!!it
Then no two distinct elements of P are c(m,j~ate ing~ This is well-knovm
and easily proved. It follows that ever.y p-subgroup of a is oentral in

!
1

!

its normaliser. Now suppose by the induotive hypothesis that the result
holds for all groups of order less than lal. Firstly suppose ° (a) ~ 1.p

Then plo (a) a P is a p-sylow subgroup of 0 = a/o (a). N .. Na(p)/o (a)p p p

_ ~(P) and so 0satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem. Since lol<\at
by induotion 0 is p-nilpotent with p-oomplement u/op(a) say. 0p(a)E Sylp(U)
and by remark 1,Op(a) is oentral in U (and in a). By the Schul.'-Zassenhaus
theorem a p-complement V exists in U and hence is a normal p-complement of
U. Vohar U" a and so V 4 a. Thus V is a normal p-oomplement of a. Thus
we may take op(a) - 1. Let P = Q x R with Q cyolio of order pq ~ 1. (If
no such Q exists, P = 1 and a is p-nilpotent in this case). Let D €: Q have
order p, and T~ Q have index p.
Remark 2 Let g,hE a. Then (Pn #)hl) Q .;.I=> e» HG(D).
Proof of remark 2 Suppose (Pn #)h{\ Q la 1. Then (PA ~)hn Q~D as D is

h-' h-'the unique minimal subgroup of Q. i.e. D 'P. Remark 1 now implies D III D.
~ ~

Thus D4 #. i.e. Dg, P. Remark 1 again implies Dg ...D. i.e. e« NO(D).
Now let gt-NG(D). It follows easily from remark 2 and Maokey (2.1) that
any (Pn p8)-projeotive kG-module is projective when restricted to Q. As

we are taking 0p(O) ..1, NG(D)< a. As Na(P) _ Ca(P) ~ Ca(D) ..NG(D), NG(D)
satisfies the hypotheses of 8.2 and has order less than a. Thus by induotion
HO(D) is p-nilpotent with p-oomplement W say. Then (T x R).W"!~G(D) = H say,
and H/«T x R).W)~Cp. kCp and k(H/«T x R).W» has a 2-dimensional

indecomposable module with trivial oomposition factors. Call it M. We take
K to be a kH-module by lifting it mOdulo (T x R).V. dim{M) - 2 and p is odd.



Theorem 9 of Green (8) implies that vertex(M) ...P. We can apply the Green
correspondence (2.4) between Hand G to modules of vertex P, as NG(P)~ H.
kgG;;:kG ($l X where X is X-projective. Here 1: I: \p" ~I g~ NG(D)l. Thus by
the sentence following the proof of remark 2, XlQ is projective. Now M

~
'" G k e)(has a series and so M has a series K.~s. and so also
v rM G""x

-(\'\'
Kc;•

Let }.i' /M"'''' 'M. ~M'I
Lo

Thus MGIQ:=:'MIQ eprojectives. Let r be a (H,Q)-transversal of G with t6r
.. GlBy Mackey (2.1), M Q'" MIQ E9~ #IHg QQ

Sf. r\t f'\

The construction of M clearly shows that MIQ is indecomposable and non-
projective. Thus MIQ is a summand of ilQ and so MIQ I: MIQ as dim(M) I: 2

a series

i.e. G ... H. r .Q.

,...". ,....,
a dim(M). Hence M is non-splitting on Q and so non-splitting on G. Thus

"""K ~ G where K - ker(M). The argument of 2.13 now imp~ies that G/K is a
p-group. Let S = P(\K 6 Sylp(K). If S ...1, K is already a normal
p-complement of G. Take S ~ 1. NG(P) ...CG(P)~CG(S) = NG(S) by remark 1.
NG(S)<G as 0p(G) I: 1. B,y ind~ction NG(S) is p-nilpotent. Hence NK(S) is
p-nilpotent and by induction K is p-nilpotent with p-complement Y say.
Y char K.(IG :> Y ~ G and so Y is a normal p-complement of G. This

...completes the proof of 8.2.

(8.3) It is interesting to note that for an arbitrary 'group and subgroup
)( S '( linear sums of Y-modules which are projective on X form an ideal
in Green's representation algebra (see Green (9»; this ideal annihilates
the ideal of X-projective modules modulo the fully projective ideal.
This is because 'if M is projective on X, N is X-projective

• i
I
I

(fV\® N)x = M){ e tJx is projective but

NI tJx Y =) (\\®rv I M@ N,/ '::: (Mix ® "'II<)Y
and so M ®N is both X-projective and projective on X and so is

projective.

I
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If f,g are the Green correspondences between some group G and subgroup H
with classes 1" and y , then for kG modules of vertex satisfying the
conditions of 2.4 which are projective on all X E ~ ,we can say
)1 is liftable to R <:......) f(M) is liftable to R. This is proved using
an argument as in 2.1 or theorem 2 of Green (11).
Also modules projective on the class of subgroups S; correspond under
f and g. The operator...12also preserves this condition and a
"D-presentation" of a module projective on D is just an ordinary
pDojective presentation (see 8.11).

(8.4) Return now to the group G of chapters 5 and 6. The results of
those chapters and 2.20 indicate that for many G-representations M and
N-modules L of vertex P we can say

Mlf'l ~ f( M) (!) "t" and Ne; ~proJec l.ve 3( N \ (f) pro j (f) nors-pz-fno,
Because of this we can refine the Green isomorphism 2.5 to

(1'11 MI)e. _ (fM I t""c\N
(M ) ('1'}I'hG (fM J f fl'I')(r),f"

(of course all modules are P-projective so (M,MC)p,c, : (M,I"1C}G...

in many cases

We can also define f,g on the module of vertex (a) in BO since chapters
5 and 6 again show that for this module A I I f'J = A <f) Pro

A indecomposable of vertex (a) and
A Cj --- A I ED projective non-principal.

The matrices DO could also be deduced using this sharper correspondence
theorem together lfith 2.6.

(8.5) _Liftings of the module A'.
,......_., r---f'The module k<:') on C has tt-1Oobvious liftings to R viz. 1\.)--These are the only two liftings of k~r to RC-modules of vertex (a).

By the argument of 2.1
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are distinct liftings of AI to RO. They are of vertex (a) and are
uniquely d&termined by these properties.

(8.6) On page 439 of Gorenstein (7) an argument of Glauberman is

presented. The characters fc' used there are the characters of our
representations A .. ) A~-, of 4.1(1) and the characters '"X<' are the

9 ( A .. ) , ~ ( ~.:- )

-X--'X .
( l

char~cters of our representations

J

depending on the value of f •

In the case that F and E are odd dimensional
"X ( ~ ( R;~)) - I<0 T -x' + Ie I, 1- X I IC ( 9 ( ~" l) =: 2. 'x

are projective kernels of each other and so the
sum of their characters is projective; also they are modularly equal

to A'. These two facts together with the form of DO' afford this result.
That they are projective kernels is clear as there is an exact sequence

o __, R(q I --"5'

and so 0 -'"? RtQt _.,. R r _,., R;) P--:> 0
• rf

In case F and E have even dimension

etc. is exact •

'This is proved by the same argwnent.
The linear oombination e considered in Oorenstein (7) page 439 Ex 1(4)
turns out to be simply 1<.( 3(R;j)) - 'x ( ~( Rl~/'))
in eaoh case.

(8.7) ,In the case of a group whose 2-sylow subgroup P is dihedral of
order ~ 8~ the centraliser C of the central involution is 2-nilpotent

and contains the normaliser of P. The class Y
in general contains elementary abelian subgroups of order 4, together 1fith
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cyclic subgroups of order 2. This introduces complications and the
methods used in this thesis do not obviously overcome them. Howeve r
the structure of the principal block of such groups is very like that
for the case we have discussed and so analogous results may well be
obtainable.
There now follol'Tsome random remarks on groups with quaternion 2-sylow
subgroups.

(8.8) Let G be a group whose 2-sylow subgroup P is quaternion of order

<Cl b a 4- = I -= b 4- ab=: cl -, a 2. = b 2. ) a 2. = T
J ) )8: p ...

o = C[j) is strongly embedded and so under the Green oorrespondence

between G and 0, 'r' = ~ = l'~

C~J)is a group whose 2-sylow subgroup is elementary abelian of order 4.
If k is of charac.teristio 2 and M is a kO-module M(:r-I) is a submodule
of N; J is in the kernel of M (:r-I) and IYMl"T-1) •

Let Pi be a projective indeoomposable of 0 in 2-BO•
diffioul t to see that f}( T -t" i ) -- ~!p...( J - I )

It is not

and is a pro jeotive L/(J) module. From this remark it follows that
the elements of the Oartan matrix of BO(O) are twioe those for

4 2 2 8' Lt 4

2..2 2 _) 4

2 2 4 4- 2 4-
We can lift the four ordinary irreducible oharacters of S1.J) to C.

This gives four rows of DO. The form of Co is then seen to determine

DO and we obtain

o D o o

o
o 0

o o
o

or

o
I

l

o

2
o

I

I o
o

o o
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If we could show that irreducibles in BO(G' and BO(e) corresponded l111der
f and g , it would follow that the decomposition matrix for BO(G) w~a the
same as for e. This is because f and g preserve "liftabili ty" as

and commute with the mod 2 map """:" (see 2.7).

In the case where modular irreducibles in BO(e) have odd dimension
is ver:r probably indecomposable where P <. is a projective

indecomposable in BO(C). This is because the corresponding section for
a, projective indecomposable of tv ( p) is indecomposable. From this

the loewy factors of Pi may be determined. The correspondents of
modular irreducible kG modules in BO may in turn be restricted, using the
fact that r -= J ::::~II For examp;Le it can be shown that the
number of modular irreducibles in BO(G) which correspond on C to single-
headed or single-footed modules, is 1 or 3.

(8.9) Let H ~ c be groups and f,g the Green correspondences between G
and H. Suppose H contains a p-sylow subgroup of G and H intersects its
distinct conjugates in subgroups of order prime to p •.~ Then };:.1::=( I I
and H contains the normaliser in G of any of its p-sylows. Then we can
apply f and g to any non-projective G or H module: let M,N be kG modules.

E~t(t'\,f'I) (-.J1.fM) fN)
(_(L ~ M J t "') IJ G

Let E -'='"? r-'\ ~ 0
Of 1"'"
P _"" f\'1 ~ Cl be exact with P projective.

The map u determines the extension E (see Cartan and Eilenberg (4).
So we can define a. map '(: Ex t {M I N~~ extensions of M by II,and by
abuse I: ~l' t ( f!"\ I f f'l)
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It is now not difficult to see that if
t ()T-' is a module isomorphic to f(t I) modulo projectives. Thus

in this sense the Green mappings ~) f form two sides of a commutative
square whose other sides are 1r and T • Thj.s is an observation "Thich
might well be useful in the kind of 'Work developed in this thesis.

Blocks and Extensions
It is a fact that modules lying in different blocks have only split
extensions with each other. It is also true that modules in the same
block need not have non-trivial extensions. However, \'le show that all
the irreducible kG modules lying in a block B can be conneoted by a
sequence of non-splitting extensions.
(8.10) Let F,F' be kG irreducible lying in a block B. G and Bare
arbitrary. Then there exists F -= Fe ~ '.

) I)
F. = F'n

with F~' irreducible and non-splitting exact sequences
o -"? 1==,' ~ E\- _.,. ~"TI~O 0,. C -"> f::.,"t. ~ E~""" P: '""> 0

.r'

F and F' are linked in the sense of C.R. 55.1 •
Proof

Thus there exist F:= Eo J El) - . Et = F( with projective hulls u'"
such that u·( I have a composi tic.mfactor in common. \ie show
that Et I £"1"1 are connected by a sequence of non-splitting exact
sequences of the type stated above.

Let U·< have irreducible composition factor K in common.

S(U,):::-F., ; in the "socle" series of u', defined by

S't>(U,)

5tH (U;)

(
U· )S \
s., (V.,)

choose r so that K occurs in but not in any loewy factor with

smaller r. Thus U .: has series F'\

s ...
K~ )<

--. '5~1'-1
~-s
rF..- ..,

----~ .. ~.
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Now is completely reducible so L,®' CD let

Then there must exist a non-splitting exact sequence
o _", L~. ~ £~. ~ K ----;:.0

for some ,
( . For if not K would have only split extensions with the

module Sr-I!Sr-_2 S ~A- .and so ,,5"-2 would have a series
w

2.12 now applies and yields that K is a summand
in 5r( S,..._;;> i.e. K tS 5"'-1

St-2
contrary to choice of r.

Thus there exists a non-splitting 0 ~ L.- ~ F .: ~ K ~ 0

inth L~. irreducible.
NOli repeat this argument for • Continuing we obtain exact
non-splitting series

and eventually
" -.E:' -"';> L· ~ 0, <

Thus K is connected to F=" .. ' by exaot sequences.
Similarly K is conneoted to (:'~-t-' by exaot sequences and so PI' is
connected to I-\.·'t-I by exact sequences. It folIous that f:'

is conneoted to f::' by exaot sequences. This is what was stated

in 8.10.

(8.11) -D-presentations
It is shown in Higman (13) that for any group G and subgroup S any kG
module M is an S-split quotient of (V\ S G i.e. there exists

fVt ~ "IT
I \ S ...._."

with ker 1T

("\-_'_"0

Gan S-summand of fV\ s lfecall such an epimorphism an

S-presentation of M. If S equals (1), S-presentations are simply the

projective presentations discussed earlier (in chapter 2).
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It is possible to show that we callchoose an S-presentation
U~Q--'K~ -' (",\-,?O

so that its kernel K is free from S-projective summands. Such an
S-presentation is called minimal. Then
i.e. the kernel K of 11 is an S-summand of U.
In the earlier discussion it was shown that a projective presentation
of M!cp(M) can be lifted to one for M and that there is a natural
minimal presentation for I'l/~(r'l) • This is not true as written for
S-presentations. However, if we couoh it in different language possible
generalisations beoome obvious:
F.or (I)-presentations, there is a olass of kG modules C;
oompletely reduoibles - whioh is R-olosed i.e.
Hence, any module M has a unique minimal submodule ~(M) suoh that

• Any (I)-presentation of ~/~(M)can be lifted to M •
Also e -modules have natural minimal (I)-presentations. Thus for a
general S-presentation we would lik~ some class ~s satisfying similar

oonditions. Some examples of possible solutions to this problem are
~'~

given belcl'T:
e,:= f M I CPt M) ::: 0 t
G2.= 1 I'll q>(Ms)=oJ

These are just oompletely reducible modules.

These are ruodules completely reduoible on S.

G~=\M I ¢(Ms)(\q>(M)=o ~
"\'1 I every maximal submodule of M has an S-oomplement. \

~ 1'1 I
~M \

=
every submodule of 1.1 has an S-oomplement.
every submodule of J1S has a oomplement which is
a G-submodule. I

C, fM the interseotion of those maximal submoclules
whioh are H-oomplemented = 0 }

Gg
{ M the intersection of those maximal submodules

of Ms vThiohhave G-complements = 0 f
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the SUIll of those submodules of MS containing no
proper sub-G-modules::: M 1
the sum of those sub-G-modules of M which are
irreducible on S = M ~

::: 1M

These classes of course are not unrelated. For example,

(8.12) Consider the results of 2.17. We can say a little more about
odd-dimensional modules.
1. The modules ktJ J k ~\ k~2 have unique liftings R f'I) R Ir I R ~ 2. to RN.

2. .J1.. commutes with the "bar" map "-", restriction, and preserves
vertices.

It follows simply from this that for M a kG module of odd dimension in
2-B

O
(1) M has a unique lifting M' to R: W == 1"'\

®~ projectives.
Thus these odd-dimensiorial modules form some of the "many G-representations"

of 8.4.
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